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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
(First Edition)

This is the substance of the series of lectures
delivered by Sri Swamiji at Bangalore, during S' ankara
Saptaha (from 18-4-72 to 24- 4-72 both days inclusive).
We hope that the readers of this English version of
the Kannada lectures will cordially welcome it as a
va1uable addition to Swamiji's works in English already
brought out by the Karyalaya.
Weare gTateful for the partial financial help
rendered by Mr. Alessandro Bruschettini, via V assallo-2 ,
Genova-Italy, in bringing out this work.
Holenarsipur
30-1-73

Y. Narasappa,
Chainnan, A.P. KaryaIaya,
Executive Committee.

(Second Edition)
As there was an increasing demand for this
enlightening work, which is out of stock, of Swamiji, of
revered memory, we have pleasure in bringing out this
second edition.

Holenarsipur,

m.~.
5-5-1995

A. Thandaveshwar,
Chairman, A.P. Kill:yaIaya

PREFACE
The year 1972 was a happy occasion for the
Karyalaya, in that the celebration of Sf allkara's Week
took place twice, the first in the Adhika Vaishakha at
Bangalore and the second at M ysore during Vaishakha
proper. The Karyalaya is thankful to the devotees in the
cities of Bangalore and Mysore, who arranged for this
celebration on a grand scale.

r have availed myself of this opportunity to publish
the substance of both the series of lectw-es delivered by
me, with some additions and alternations, in the English
language in the hope that these may appeal to a larger
section of readers, who may be interested in the subject.
The distinctive featw-e or the Upanishads, in contrast
with the Sacred Books of various other religions, is that
the Rshis here have presented Brallman or Reality in a
suggestive language calculated to lead the qualified
enquirer to Intuit directly that the God proclaimed in
the various faiths is his actual Self, and the very Substance
of which all the universe is an empirical manifestation.
The nature of the Intuition of Reality and the process
of reasoning which serves as an aid in arriving at It is
the main theme of the first series of lectures. While there

have been a number of interpretations of the Upanishads
with a theological bias, Sf aflkara's has been privileged
to stay as the solitary repreSentation of an ancient
tradition which claims to reduce the teaching of these
revelations into one system and to show how universally
applicable that teaching is for all time.
The second series is intended to explain how the
various Upanishads uniformally adopt a Single Method
of approach leading to the ultimate Intuition of Reality.
If I am fortunate enough to live to complete the booklet
containing this aspect of Vedanta, the reader would see
how mutually complementary these lectures are in
presenting the kernal of Vedanta
My Narayansmaranams to the AdhyatPla Prakasha
Karyalaya which has undertaken to publish this book .
and to all those that have assisted in making this
undertaking a success. Special mention is necessary in
this connection of two names: Mr. H. N. Narayana Rao,
M.A., B.T., Retired High School Head Master, and Mr.
K.G. Subraya Sharma, Private Secretary, in passing the
proof-sheets from the press.
Bangalore
30-1-73.
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INTUITION OF REALITY
I
THE VEDANTIC INTUITION
ACCORDING TO S'ANKARA
e.«IO(tfC4~I'1~R~: {i'-4lij4Plli{ ~: ~:
~ q(IO(tCiii€t lRl1F'T: Qf\!l'6!lf;a ~ II

it

'5'.

~-~-G.

"Those who have perfectly ascertained the objectmatter of Vedantic Intuition, who strive through the Yoga
of renunciation and thereby purify their mind....:they become
absolutely immortal and in their worlds of Brahman, and
at the fmal stage of their life they are all freed in all respects. »
Mu.3-2-6.

WHAT VEDANTIC KNOWLEDGE IS NOT
Before attempting to have a positive idea of what
exactly the Vedantic Knowledge of Brahman is
according to S' ankara, it would be profitable to bear in
mind what it is not. For, to be forewarned, is to be
forearmed. Vedantic Knowledge has been confounded
with so many species of knowledge, that this is really a
case where on~ does not see the wood for the trees.

IN'I1ImON OF REAUTY

1. Vedanta is Not a Purely Rationalistic System

(A) In the first place, we should abandon the
assumption that S' allkara's tradition lI1es to bring out,
mainly or mostly, a rationalistic system of philosophy
out of the Upanishadic teachings. Swami Vivekananda
is reported to have referred" somewhere to a combination
of the head of S' allkara with the heart of Ramanuja. *
Whatever be the implication of this contrast, the
sooner we extricate ourselves from the presumption that
S' ankara insists in his writings on the importance of
* I am not quite sure as to whence I got this piece of
information. A friend of mine has since drawn my attention to
this passage from the Swmni's lecture on 'The Sages of India':"Then came the brilliant Rama11l~a S'ankara, with the great
intellect, I am afraid, had not as great a heart. Ramanuja's heart
was greater. He felt for the down-trodden, he sympathized with
them."
Complete Works, Vol. III, ;'265.
Further on we find the following observation in this same
lecture:The one had a great head, the other a large heart, and the
time was ripe for one to be born, the embodiment 6f both this
head and heart; the time was ripe for one to be born who in one
body would have the brilliant intellect of S' ankara and the
wondl!rfuIly expansive, infinite heart of Chaitanya
Ibid p. 7Jj7.
h is not impossible that, in my hazy memory, both these
passages got mixed up. In any case, it is obvious that SwiImi
Vivekananda was sPeaking only of social reform when he referred
to the greater heart of ~mantYa or Chai~ya.
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intellectual knowledge at the expense of devotion Lo
God, the better it would be in any endeavour to assess
the worth of S' ankara's Vedanta. At all events, the
Atma:Jnana, according to S' ankara, is never knowledge
estranged from devotion; for, he proclaims in his Gila
Bhashya:-

Wt

~ aiidi~'i4fCk1::t(4lq~

'QU •

~

~ I ~ 'Q'm ~ ~ mcrMsf;m;rffir,
(4«"t"d(~Ci ~::t~.q«~fQji(~qffl ~ II

m. cqr.~G-~~.

"No.w, this cuhninatio.n o.f Jnana (Intuitio.n) is called
the Para Bhakti (Supreme Devo.tio.n) relatively to. the three
seco.ndary varieties o.f devo.tio.n, such as the devo.tio.n o.f o.ne
who. is extremely afflicted by the separatio.n fro.m the Lord
and it is fro.m this Supreme Bhakti that o.ne reco.gnizes the
Lord as He really is."
GBh. 18-55.

Failure to appreciate the vital difference ofVedantic
Vijnana from the knowledge based on cold
rationalization based on forms of thought is responsible
for the daring identification of Gaudapada's Afotiviida
(doctrine of the Unborn Reality) with the rejection of
causality by the advocates of the Sunyavada (the doctrine
of no essence of things), merely becaus~ that grandpreceptor of S'ankara seems to approve the four-tetmed
dialectic df ~agat:juna. As a matter of fact, however, the
Vedantic and the Buddhistic traditions are poles
asunder; for, while the S'ITnyavadin rejects all the four
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possible alternatives to establish his rejection of causality,
the Vedantin affirms his undeniable position that Reality,
as such, transcends all possible predications. S' allkara,
as we all know, writes (on Karika 4-84) in the most
unambiguous terms:If ~

anM: 'a1fu:r', ';nft(r' - $f4lfGailflfi:r:
ild\t~uq ~: - aH<:qlfGf~q;(l'CI"'ICI;ftd: ~ - ~

w-r.rr ~~:

e.«I~~qf-1q«: ~:, If ~ ~:

q~qI4qfUgd: ~: II

m.

(61".

'ilT. ~-~ ~.

"That Revered one, untouched by all these four
alternatives such as 'Is', 'Is not' etc.-that is to say, altogether
devoid of all detenninants like existence-by whomsoever
that Purusha of the Upanishads has been seen, known
through the Upanishads, he alone is the Seer of all. The
meaning is; 'that he alone is the true Knower (of Reality)."
GKBh.4-84.

(B) Nor is S'ankara's Vedanta-Vijnanaspeculative
in the sense that it deduces anyone truth from another
in which it is already implied. The reasoning that if A
is neither greater nor less than B, it must needs be equal
to B is a deduction which follows from lOgical necessity,
but it gives us no clue as to whether or not there is
actually such a thing in practical life as we suppose A
to be.
(C) Again, S rulkara's Vedanta-Vgnana is not
infurential knowledge based upon actual perception. It
neither analyses as the Vais'eshikas do, in order to deliver
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its judgment on the nature of substance, quality,action,

or genus and species, nor undertakes to examine or
enquire into the nature, number and validity of the
means of knowledge as the NjlIya of Gautama does.
In fact, the Upanishads declare in so many words:
~

dim

qftHlcA~1 Ii

iB. ~-~-~.

"This Knowledge is not attainable with the aid ,of
ratiocination, nor refutable by lOgical reasoning." Ka.1-2-9.

And as S' ankara pertinently observes in his
commentary on Badaraya~a's SITtra (V.S. 2-1-11)
"For this further reason also, one should never oppose
anything that has to be known only through Revelation,
solely on the strength of reason. For, reasonings, bereft of
the support of Revelation but owe their origin only to human
surmises, would never be final. 1bat is why theoretical
reasonings conjectured by certain adepts with great effort
are found to be shoWn to be incorrect by others, and theories
propounded by these are also shown to be fallacious by
still others, and so, it is impOSSible to expect finality from
the different ways of reasoning; for, human minds are not
unifonn in capacity. If, on the other hand, one should take
refuge in believing the reason of some one famous for his
perfection such as Kapila or some other person to be final,
even so, the non-tinality of reason would certainly persist;
for, we find even founders of schools like Kapila and
Kanada, admitted to be perfect, are found to disagree on
certain (vital) points."
SBh. 2-1-11.

6
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(0). The inconclusive and non-final nature of
speculative thought could be still more palpable from
a survey of the cour:se of the different Western systemsof philosophy propounded from the most ancient times
down to this day. Idealism and Realism, static and
dynamic theories concerning Reality as well as the other
numerous metaphysical views, rampant in the history of
Western philosophy, only confirm our fear that
unbridled speculation' is most likely to introduce utter
chaos rather than offer any solace to souls seeking refugE!
in philosophy. Kant, Hegel and Bergson, to na,me only
a few of the brilliant thinkers ~f the West; have no doubt
offered .a treat to stUdents of philosophical thought, but
have hardly an}1:hing in advance to offer to appease
the spiritual hunger of a genuine seeker of certainty as
regards Truth or Reality.

It was Dr. Paul Deussen, perhaps, that remarked
with assurance that, while S/aitkara rightly described the
universe as charact~rized by~, space and causality,
the positive proof of it was to be found only in Kant, in
whose Critique of PuTe Reason it has b~n sho~ m~st
convincingly that these three are only forms of thought
conditioning our experience. The mind can know
nothing about the things in themselves, or the
Thing-in-itself; it can only deduce things through its
innate apriori forms such as time, space ~d causality.
But a student of Vedanta may well question the
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followers of that thinker: "How can we be possibly sure
of 'the things in themselves' (Plural) if there be no time
or space in the essence of the Noumenon? Or, going
still further, how can we be sure at all of the independent
existence of the so-called Nop-menon itself?
2. VediDta-Vijnana is Not Some Knowledge of
the External World
In the second place, it has to be noted that the

Vijnana spoken of in the Upanishads has nothing to do
with the study of the objective universe. In spite of the
stupendous claims of physical science to be science or
exact knowledge, and even while recognizing the
wonderful discoveries and the numerous inventions that
it has led to, it must be confessed that its method
conSisting of observation, experiment, and verification
and its procedure of postulating hypothesis and
fonnulating theories necessarily restrict its sphere of
investigation to the objective portion of the universe,
and that all its inquiries - including those concerning
the vital principle or even mind - are obliged to treat
these only as objective. Even in its legitimate sphere of
investigations,it is too well known how some of its old
conceptions have been invalidated by the theory of
relativity brought forward by Einstein.
3. Vedantic Intuition is Not the Result of
Studying the Teachings of Any Prophet
And in the third place, it must be remembered that
Vedanta docs not lay any claim to be the result of the

8
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study of the extra-ordinary teachings of an authoritative
prophet or of any inspired writings. S' ankara does not ·
recognize e"\len the Vedas as composed by or spoken
for the benefit of mankind by an omniscient God at any
particular point of time. Th~ Vedas cannot claim any
superiority over other .sacred writings merely on the
score of their 'having a divine origin. His argument in
favour of the Veda:ntas or the Upanishads as a valid
means of right knowledge rests quite on other grounds
than that it is of divine origin. This is most clear from
his re~arks with regard to the validity of the Pas 'upati
Agama claimed by its adherents:-

1ffi<I1fir \1cf~)lijndiiiq\1~qi«,

\1qi .. qiiiqCli~'l ~ ~,
~ I $d'tHjl3i4Ri)l\1fi1« I atl i IQSlt'441« \1cf~(Cimf4: ,
\1~)lt'441ii4 ~: ~ II
~. ~-~-~~.

"(Objection :-) The ·opponent can equally claim the
support ofAgama too, since there is {the Plis'upoJa} Agama
composed by the Omnisdent God.
(Reply :-) No, for in his case there would be the
repugnant fallacy of mutual dependence, inasmuch as the
validity of Agama has to be depended upon for establishing
the omnisdence, and the oITinistience of God has to be
depended upon for establishing the validity of the Agama. "

SBh. 2-2-38.

It is obvious that S'ankara would take exception to
the claims of the Bible, the Koran, the Zend Avasta or
any other book on religion, for the Simple reason that
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the assumption of the inspired nature of these writings
rests on the shaky ground of an argument in a vidous
circle, just like that of the Agamas in India
4. Vedintic Intuition is Not Any Individual
Intuition

Fourthly, Veaantic Intuition should not be
confounded with knowledge derived from any individual
intuition attained in a particular state like the mystical
SaIIlidhi (trance). It is true that the Sfruti says:
'W ~ ~iiql~cU'fl

rnt.

arr cii ~'
(V.

~-,,-~,,).

"Where, for this knower, all has become Atman alone,
Br.4-5-15.
there what .Can one see and with what? ....."
.

Thereby denying all empirical experience to one
who has attained the Vedantic Intuition. But it does not
follow from this that Vedantic Intuition refers to a
·super-sensuous state such as the Samadhi of Indian
Yogins or even to an eschatological state of salvation
which is reached after the seeker has shuffied off the
mortal coil.

As SfaDkara pertinently remarks:
~ T.mt &.4q61(I~scHellfq~qf"ii4ls~ ~ ~
~, . '~' ~ i6lIN"lq~ at"q.lfq~q
f.lii~"(Ejj(lH

~. \IT. ~-~-~~.
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"Nor can it be rigllt to say that this absence of all
human procedure is taught only as due to a particular state.
Fo~being of the nature of the Braltman-Self, taught in the
text 'That thou art'; is not consequent on anyone particular
state."
SBh. 2-1-14.

Again:

~ ·fW ~ ~c(HI~ ~1~1~li1 '~err ;r
err' ~; ~ g~; '~illf'

(,.

¥:,

'mqqfu' (m. ~-G-\9) ~
'mqqfu' ~ ~ ~:
lJffi~' ~ ~~: II

~-~-~) ~
~ fuOAC(5q~~ml I ;r
'ffi(

cct

fW

~. 'qT,

~-~-r~.

"As for the effed of Karma, such as Svarga (Heaven),
which does not directly appeal to Intuition, it is possible to
doubt whether or notlt would accme. The result ofVedantic
. knowledge, however, is directly Intuited. For..the S'mli says:
'That which is Brahman in the primary sense and not
intercepted (by time or space)' (Br. 3·4-1). For the meaning
of the text 'That thou art' (Ch. 6-8-7) can never be twisted
so as to sib'1lify it "Thou shalt be after death'." SBh. 3-3-32.

5.

Vedantic Knowledge is Unlike That of
Kannas in the Vedas

Fifthly and lastly, Vedantic Knowledge is not the
result of an exegetical' interpretation of an eternal
revelation of religiOUS duties to be performed in order
to get a post-mortem enjoyment of the joys of Heaven as
is claimed by the Kanna-K711}tJa of the Vedas. It ~s true
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that Badaray~a, as interpreted by S'ankara, does
endorse the eternity of the entire Veda, just like Jaimini
('am ~ ~ ~ ~-~-~~), but the validity of Vedantic
Knowledge rests on quite a different and surer
foundation.
6. The CODlprehensive Nature of Vedantic
Intuition
The .student of Vedanta, according to S'ankara,
should not be misled by what has been said above about
Vijnana into supposing that this is really a cryptoBuddhism of the type of Nagaxjuna's S'flnyavlIda, as has
been alleged by some adverse critics of Advaita. For,
on }living deeply, he will see that S'ankara's Advaita
not only comprehends and assimilates all, that is
acceptable in the various systems of thought at the level
of empirical life, but also transcends them all ·as it leads
the seekers of Truth to the peculiar Intuition by dint of
whkh they become perfectly aware of their eternal
OTU'TU'sswith the One Atman or Brahman, the only Reality
without a second.
.

II

PRACTICAL LIFE AND
rRANSCENDENTAL REALITY
em{ ~, ~

o

amqJ,

~ ~ II'
UT.

~-~-\9

"That is Real, that is the Alman, That thou art,

S'vetaketu!"

Ch. 6-8-7.

1. Practical Life is Confined to the Sphere of
Duality

It is not true to say that the world is an illusion
according toS'ruikara's tradition. For, while the idea of
illusion involves only the false perception of an external
object, neither S'ruikara nor his predecessors who
handed down the traditional Vedantic teachings, ever
confined their judgment to an assessment of the value
of things in the externaI portion of the world exclusively.
The Vedantas or the Upanishads, according to S'ruikara,
assert that practical life is possible only wherever there
is seeming duality.

wmr

fW bfiIq oqqffr ~ ¢
~ ¢
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $d(qR:iq«(ia ~ ¢

If;r
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~ II

, . ~-~-~~.

"Where, as is we]] known, there is duality, as it were,
there one sees another (thing), there one smells anotfier,
there one tastes' another, there one says something to
another, there one hears another thing, there one reflects
upon another, there one touches another, there one
understands another."
Br.4-5-15.

It is evident that the above-cited text refers to the
fact that all procedure of practical life is possible only
where there is duality, for practical life necessarily
involves duality, or distinction of the knower and the
known, or the distinction of the doer and that which is
done.
Practical life covers the whole of life, that is,
procedure on the part of men or even of living souls of
a higher order, such as that of gods etc. This life consists
in thinking, speaking or acting eitner to achieve what
one likes or to avoid what one dislikes. life as far as
lower animals are concerned, however, involves no
thinking, but only instinct So then, on the whole, what
we call practical life, may be summed up as that which
involves the functions of the mind and the organs of
sense or of action. S'arikara uses the general term
'Vyavahllra'to denote this totality of practical life.
The reader should be careful to note that under the
significance of the term Vyavahara are subsumed all
activities guided by. the Vedas also. Acquiring the
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knowledge of Karmas or religious works and performing
the rites prescribed by the Veda in order to reap the
fruits thereof are all included within the scope of
Vyavahara And so are the activities recommended by
the Ved~tas or the Upanishads; such, for Instance, as
studying, reflecting upon the purport of the Upanishads
and endeavouring to ascertain ,:and understand the
nature of the Transcendental Reality' taught therein.
2. The Intuition of Reality Transcencls all
Vyavah&ra

All practical life is overpassed when the unity of
Atman has been Intuited. The S'ruti says:

~~ \14ql~c"~~$ ~~$~
~ $ Ht!t~~.. q)ql':tq~~~" $ ~ ~ $
$ ~ . . $ fq'ij14hmt: II t. ~-"'-~"'.

If.Cfur''

"Where, however, all has become one ~tman alone
for this (knower), there whal could one see and with what ?
There what could one smell and with what ? There what '
could one taste and with what ? There what cOldd one say
and with what? There what could one hear and with what?
TheI:e what'f;ould one reflect upon anything and with what?
There what could one touch ,a nd with what ? There what
. Br. 4-5-15.
could one understand and with what ?"

3. AIl Duality is Only Apparent Though Not
IUusory

' The significance of the particle 'ivti (as it were) in
the phrase 'Dvaitam Iva Rhavatt'" in the first part of the
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quotation cited above, should be clearly understood by
beginners in the study of VedIDlta. It does not refer to
any illusion or deceptive appearance; for, all procedure
of practical life is quite real so long as the Intuition of
the Reality has nQt dawned. S'ailkara says in so many
words:
(iciCXfC(t!IUOIi~c(

lfI1l

i6i1(q(1lf~~l4ltl (ifCi(€{tQQ~: II

'i.

'qt.

~-~-~~.

"All activities of practical life can continue to be real
before the dawn of the Intuition of one's nature ac; the
Infinite Self (Brahmatmatl}."
SBIl. ~-1-14.

4. Reality and Unreality

The eFithet 'real' can be applied both to empirical
things as well as to the real substrate of all apparent
duality. But the def1l1ition of reality is not identical in
the two cases. The S'ruii says :

"Reality l1ecame both the empirically real and the
T~i 2-6.
(empirically) unreal."

In common life water is' considered to be real
because it possesses the causal efficiency of quenching
one's thirst; whereas mirage-water is unreal, because it
only looks like water but can 'never slake one's thirst
The one Ktrnan taught by Vedahta is real, not in the
sense of possessing any causal efficiency; for, He is the
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only Reality underlying all individual creatures and thus
there is no meaning in supposing that He serves any
purpose with regard to some one who is other than He.
Atman is therefore real, not in this empirical sense of
haVing causal efficiency, but because of His being
absolutely changeless in His nature. Accordingly
S'atikara writes in his GIta-Bhashya :

~~~mr.~,~~
~ II

1ft.

'IT. ~-~t\.

~That is the real thing, the notion of which never changes
and that is unreal the notion of which is liable to change."
G. Bh. 2-16.

And in .his, Taittirlya-tihashya also, he writes as
tollows :-

. "That which, having been ascertained to be of some
particular nature, never changes, that nature is real; and that
which, being ascertained to be of any particular nature,
changes, that nature is llnreaP'
Tai. Bh. 2-1.

Thus A:tman is said to be really real in the sense
that His essential nature is never liable to change unlike
phenomena in ordinary life, which do not, and really
cannot, maintain their self- identity. This metaphysical
e..c;timate of their being unreal, however, never affects
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their empirical reality; for, from the empirical
stand-point, they are actually perceived or inferred t~
exist with the aid of valid means of knowledge and
maintain their characteristic of possessing causal
efficiency.
5. Knowledge Right and Wrong

Similarly, the .distinction of right and wrong
knowledge also must be carefully distinguished
according as we refer to the empirical or to the
Transcendental stand-poinL As applied to knowable
objects in ordinary life, knowledge of things should be
adjudged to 'be right, so long as it is the result of applying
valid 'means of knowledge such as perception, and we
have nothing to find fault with the means applied. But
even the most indisputably correct knowledge of
thirIgs-nay, the notion of the very distinction of knower,
knowledge and error universally accepted in the
empirical field-and the very Knowledge of all duality
itself becomes stultified by the final knowledge of the
Transcendental Reality obtained through Intuition of
Brahman. It is from this pOint of view that the S'ruti
refers to duality as not faithful to fact when it says lR ~
~ ~ "where there is duality 'as it were' " (Br.
4-5-15). It is to draw our attention !X> this circumstance
that S'ruikara says that all speculative philosophy stands
condemned as wanting in finality :-

II'\""l!ITIO~

It!

OF REI\LITY

~~~s~:~~:;m~~
4t4<44~lotf'if!i'iid I IN(T ~ ~ I -dct lIffr
~ ~ ~SlfdQf'd<3QQt41 II ~. 'ilT. ~-:~-~~.
"That is reality, which continues to be unifonn
throughout; and in the world, knowledge of snch a real
thing alone is considered to be right knowledge; as, for
instance, the knowledge of fire as a hot snbstance. Such
being the case, it is inconsistent that there should be
divergence of opinion with regard to right knowledge."
SBh.2-1-11.

6.

Distinction of Empirical Truth and Error

It is obvious that the distinction of truth and error
in the empirical field remains intact so long as one has
not risen to the level of Intuition of the Transcendental
Reality. But, so soon as one comes to s~e things as they
are from the really re.al point of view-that is, so soon as
one becomes perfectly aware of the oneness of Brahman,
the Infinite Self or the AlI- all duality vanishes, or rather,
merges in that Reality, and then there is no question of
any distinction whatc;oever.

The following excerpt from the Smra-BhIDlhya
deserves careful consideration in this connection :

~ 1W ";f ~('4I~q;(i1S1fttQRt: I ~ SlqIOISlq'4Qi(Wf(Wf~
~, a:ti d(€f!f4l;{ q)\<tft1~(QeJd I fqq;I(I~q ~ C~,
lJ1f' $('4~eJ<U &1(qIM~ot ~ wif ~: ~
~
~
~I
~,
M1l
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adll(qdISlfi1ai\@ilsq~nl:

lICif

I!I

~ ~ ~:I

~ ~ ~ ~ ailQICli4I"{ \1'1'CfI"{ ~
f.ff~ 1ft1$INqd fcQn;t ~, 111C( ~, ';f
lim

~ 51~I\tI~INSil<Hij(ijil(&j ~, ~ II
~.

itT. ~-~-~~.

"As long as there has not arisen the Inb.tition of the
Reality of the one Atman, so long the ic::lea of the umeality
of the effects of the nature of valid means, objects of
knowledge, and the resultant knowledge never occurs to
anyone; for, every creature goes on regarding the
appearances alone in the relation of the owner and the
owned and takes them to be me and mine through
nescience, abandoning his intrinsic nature of being
Brahmatman. TIwrefore, while one is not awake to one's
being Bralunatman, all procedure remains intact. This is
just in the same way as an ordinary person who s~es various
kinds of things in his dream; there is-as long as he does not
awake - the idea that he actually perceives them, but there
is no suspicion that it is only a semblance of perception."
SBh. 2-1-14.

7'.

Xtman Exists in and for Himself

But what proof have we got to be sure that there
is this so-<:alled Brahmatman whose Absolute Reality
the Vedantas propose to reveal ? Have we any indication .
that this . ~tman might be in and for Himself,
independently of the evidence of the senses and the
mind ? And, why should We have any misgiving about
the validity of the means of right knowledge like
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perception which are the only doors to human
knowledge i
We shall try to set forth·S'afikara's answers to these
questions one by one. In the first place, we may adduce
S' ankara's views with regard to the individual self, the
Jivatman himself:3i1(q~Ii%USS(lR)

f.H1iii(OI¥lit1jqqf-tt: I

;r

lJIK1IT

~: ~, ~~f~"'(ilI(( I ;r'lJIK1IT arnq;f:
~ fiI&rnr I cml it Sk4$lcaf"l "5I1mITTf.f
atSlf~CIIDi~qf~",~ ~ I ~ 81lijil¥ll~q: ~:
SlqIOlf.1(~$I: ~: a,.. fT.i~"'9qtlU4.a I am-rr ~
Slqlollnt&.4qijIU9iq~l(( •
SI¥tI OllfG&.4qijl(l(( ~ I

;r~~~I~it~~,
';f~1 ~~it~~(IW~11

\t.

'IT.

~- ~-\9.

In the above-mentioned excerpt, S' ankara argues
as follows:(1) Phenomena like Akas'a (ether) are proved to exist
only through the aid of some Pramana or valid means of
knowledge.
(2) But Alman or the individual self is self-established.
Being no adventitious object, but the very locus of all means
of all knowledge which are needed to prove the existence
of alien phenomena, He is already there even before the
operation of anyone of such means.
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(3) As such, Atman can never be negated; for, ~e who
would negate Him is himself the ~trnan. the very essence
of the would-be negator.
SBh.2-3-7.

8. Is Atman Really a Knower?

So much for the question about the guarantee for
the existence of Atman independently of the Pramli7}as
or valid means of knowledge. Brahman being our real
Self (Param711man), may, therefore, be taken to be
self-established without the need of' any intervention of
the Pram~as. And we have the further evidence of
deep sleep also to strengthen the conviction that
Brahman as our Self can very well be disentan~led
altogether from all duality.' For, ther~ is not, in that state,
even the trace of our being contaminated by the body,
senses or the mind.
Il is evident that in our enquiry into the question
of this independence of Atman we have assumed thai
Atman is really the operator of the means of knowledge
and that He ~oes exercise His power of using the means
of knowledge very much like a carpenter who actively
employs his tools before he makes any article of
furniture, such as a chair or a table, out of wood which
actually exists outside him. But what is the fact? Here
is S'ruikara's analysis of this Pram7it.rtva (knowership)
and of the function of the means themselves:-

'1'1
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~ ~ am·ql'1I(q;flF(d\d(IS!llij ~

lfcf

S1QIUISiQijCIQCi6Hj .~ ~ ~:-I ~ if

~ fqfi1Sifd~QiI~

II

~. 'IT. aTCf;

"It is on the pre-supposition of this mutual superimposition of Atman and Un-Atman (the Self and the not-Self)
called Avidya (nescience), that all conventions of Prama~as
(means of ~ight ,knowleiige) and Prameya (object of
knowledge) -- whether relating to secular or Vedic
activities":'come iQt<~ ~ogue, and ~o .do all S7istras dealing
with injunctions a.nd prOhibitions and final release."
Intro. S. Bh.
·1his

q;W

is l!lrther explained by that te~cher as follows:-

!i'1~FcteJICiFliq41f(Ji ~ :snmmR ~ Wo?

~

- ~r~ijlf~fiiijQql~QI'1(F~df4
S1QIOISlCjiiljQQft:. II

S1QI~~ljQQ~~
~. m. &cr.

"And how, again, can it be that perception an.d valid
means of knowledge, and the S'astras also, pertain to those
that are under the influence of AVidya? This is the answer:
This is so because knowership being inconsistent for o~e
. who does not imagine the body and the senses etc. to be
oneSelf and one's own, the means Qf knowledge cannot
possibly function at all."
Intro. S. Bh.

The body and the senses are the object of the
Witnessing Consciousness, which is always the subject.
And yet the ignorant identify themselves with the body
and take the senses and the mind to belong to them.
Thus arises the misconception that one is a knower who
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operates these means to ascertain the nature of knowable
objects.
9. The Nature of Ignorance

The ignorance that is imputed to the Pramatr
(Knower), who operates the Pram~f}-asJ is not the
ignorance of empirical objects, but the ignorance of the
really Real Atman and the unreal not-Self. Strictly
speaking, it is not to be expected that there can '"he any
mixing up the natures of these two in any ~ne's thought.

~ at"",""4r~1. at"","oqjtitCMi,( at=<rtoqi!iiQII&Q\4
$d\d~jrCie.Sot, ah:q<df~fctCMci"hMfllun : , ~

f.rliffi:,

~ f'4¥j-1"jCjif4

~slt MlC6Ciiq6i~: It

c~'

.~
al&n.

$fir
'qj'•

."Nevertheless, there ~ this natural human procedure
of thinking in the form 'This is me', 'This is mine', thus
mixing up the Real and the unreal, owing to a
mis-conception for want of discrimination between the
absolutely ~parate.properties and the things to which they
p,ttain, by superimposing .mutual identity and mutual
transference of properties on each other."
Intro. S. Bh.

It is this natural tendency of the human mind to
mix up the Real ~tman and the unreal un-~tman as
well as the mistaken transference mutually of their
properties on each other that has been called Avidy~ in
Vedanta, according to S'aDkara's interpretation:-
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"Now this superimposition of this nature, the wise ones
consider to be Avidya (nescience) and the conclusive
ascertainment of the nature of these as they are after
discrimination, they call Vidya (correct kflowledge).
Intro.SBh.

We shall refer to the difference of opinion (about
the nature of this Ignorance) among Advaitic VedIDltins
themselves later on.
10. Mutual Superimposition of Atman and
not-Atman, Responsible for the Ideas of
Agency and Enjoyment

Looked at from this stand-point, all practical life
involving agency or doing something and experiencing
the fruits of one's actions is vitiated by the pre-supposition
of this ignorance or super-imposition of the Self and the
not-Self.
lI\qqqq."fGHoffl
~S9.lm: I
f'4acISlt'<4q~q: I
Qi~(q..nCf(j(qSlqJQi: ~aM1QiSlt'<4~: I 31~1"0~ffl: ~
3I1taQi(qfqElISlrnQ"'4

ri ~ ~

II

al&IT.'4.

"Thus, there is this innate superimposition-beginningless
and endless - of the form of a mis-conception, giving rise
to agency and experience of beings', as is well known to all
men. In order to destroy this fundamental source of evil,
~ll Vedantas (Upanishads) have been begun to help- the
acquisition of the wisdom of (knOwing) the unity ofAtman."
Intro. SBh.
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Beginning and end, ~ we all know, relate only to
in time or space. These ideas of time and
space, pertaining as they do to phenomena in practical
life, cannot possibly be applied to the fundamental
Ignorance owing to which we see the world, do acts
and experience results.
co-existenc~

11. Practical Life and Absolute Reality are Not
Really Distinct

It should not be thought that practical life is an
independent something pertaining to a particular state
occasicmed by Avidya, and that Reality is something
actually distinct which has got to be brought about by
Veda:ntic Knowledge. It is not meant that duality has
got to be actually removed or wiped off before we reach
Transcendental Reality. It is only a question of direct
Intuition of the truth of things, the Absolute Atman who
has been ever the same One without a second.

III

ATMAN AND NON-ATMAN
'~

....

(1qi3'Jf~",4l4t!

~. ~-"-~4'(

"This Atman is Brahplan, He is the
everything. Such is the teaching."

Intuitor of
Br. 2-5-19.

1. Brahman· is. Qqr Qwn Self
Brahman, the subject-matter of Vedanta, is not
something absol~tely unknoum to us. As S' ankara says:
~ atJ Rt'4¥1Qji9Qjigq:ij~1W.tl(,
~
{t4~'f(fij@4f;qd'l;
i~¥I<fQ
~
&;J(qIElQl'1fQ

3lfur

f..Mtl4iii~:

~I

Cijt;dttimOO:p'4'(( I

~S ~ a8l,fQltqJf.Qf4: I ~ fW am..uf~\'Ci
~ ;r "1'4~Fd I ~ fW OfiMrf~(q)fmf4: lI!m{,
~ ~ "riijQ:w\fd· ~ I amqr Tl Q II
". 'Iff. ~~-~.

"In the first place, there is Brahman, ever pure, (ever)
conscIous, and, (ever) free, omniscient, and endowed with
omnipotence; for, the word 'Brahman',according to its
derivation, discloses these, eternal purity and other
characteristics. And, Brahman. is known to exist, also
because onts being the Self of every pne. Everyone is aware
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of his existence, but never thinks 'I am not'. H the existence
of Atmall were not obvious, ' then every one should have
been able to conceive ofhis non-existence.~
SBh.1-1-1.

It follows that, according to SfaDkara's Vedanta,
Bralunan alone is the Self of each one of us and that
the individual self in its real nature is Brahman and
nothing else. So enquiry into the real nature of one's
own Self is the only way of seeking to know Brahman.
2. Atman is Eternally Conscious

It should ~ot take much time for a qualified seeker
to airive at the conclusion that his own Self is really
Brahman of the nature of being eternally conscious
(Nitya-B1iddha). For, when he turns to reflect upon his
essential nature, every person at once knows that he is
the real knower of things through valid means of
knowledge, and as such, needs nothing else to vouch
for his Consciousness. The Sf ruti ·says :
~ ri ~ W~ (a\ili;{\ql(( It

!. "-~-~~.

"With the aid of whose Consciousness one knows all
this, with what could one possibly know Him?" B~. 4-5-15.

Moreover, our Self, as the knower, can never be
objectified by any means of knowledge, which can know
only external phenomena
fcttlhmql
fCW\ifi;flql(( II
~. :~-~-~~.

arr

"With what,

my dear, can one know the knower?"
Br.4-5-15.
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The real Self or Atman, therefore, being the
Knower, and the very stuff or the essence of Consciousness,
whose light alone makes us aware of the triad of the
empirical knower, knowledge and the knowable objects,
neither needs any means of knowledge, nor is there any
such means which could throw light upon Him.
Strictly speaking, then, there is no ignorance
possible, enveloping our Self (Atman) or Brahman. Each
one of us is aware of his ignorance and actually-objectifies
it when he says 'I know that I am ignorant', and no
object can therefore objectify this Consciousness, the
eternal subject. It is therefore absurd to suppose, as some
do, that Avidya is something that has actually enveloped
Atman's real nature.
3.

A:tman is Eternally Free

Atman being the eternal subject, it follows that He
can never be objectified and bound by anything else.
The S'ruti texts, which enjoin meditation upon Brahman
or recommend knowledge of Brahman to attain
freedom from Soinsara or bondage of mundane life,
only do so for the purpose of teaching the Truth to the
ignorant who imagine themselves to be seekers of certain
enjoyments in this or in the other world, from the
standpOint of Vyavahara. The Veda is not serious about
the Brahman being really an object of meditation or
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something to be attained at a future pot'nl of time. This
fact is made abundantly clear when texts declare:c~·(m.)

"That thou art" (Ch.)

~v.r~1

~ 'ill' ~ fufoa ~ 4f«gQH'fa II
~;t ~ ~ lffi1{1
~ 'ill' ~ fufoa ~ 4r«gQI~a II
"That which is not expressed by words, that by which
the organ of speech itself is objectified, know that alone to
be Brahman, not that which is meditated upon as 'this'.
That which one cannot think of with the mind, by which
they say, the mind itself is objectified, know that alone to
be Brahman, not that which is meditated upon as 'this'."
Ke. 1-5,6.

How, then, do the Upanishads teach Brahman?'
S'ankara replies:~ ~ ~1I~f'l~d41 ~ QI Slf(\fqQIGf(4E1Rl; f<t 'flfi
Slf441i('q~.ufClEl4d41 Slf(\QIG4t(, atfCleJ'Cff~d ~

~~

I .......

a«USfCleJlqf~d-~

f-1ctJ"I~CI
RfQ~Ck1I('q\Ci~Q~qqijml.
~ ~
f.tfQ\"Ci~EI: II
'i. ~. ~-~-~.
"The S'astra, indeed, does not propose to teach
Brahman as an object of such and such a nature, but teaching
It to be no object at all, as being the inner-most Atman, it
only removes all differences created by Avidya (in It), such
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as that of the knowables, knower and knowledge. Therefore,
-as it (the S'astra) presents lhe ever-free Alman just by removing
his transmigratory nature conjured up by A vidya, the defect
of being impermanent cannot be imputed to final release."
SBh. 1-1-4.

4. The Function of the S'jiBtra

Freedom of~tman being eternal, it is obvious that
it is wrong to assume that the Knowledge of ~tman
actually produces 'final release'. Knowledge has the only
function of dispersing Ignorance which is the sole
impediment conceivable (if impediment it were) and
thus revealing the ever-free nature of ~tman:(ef

it

-;r:

fl«rr litS'E"f1diqfcteJl~l: lR lIrt ~ II
1r. G-~.

('$t4qql~: ~: tiI~5IRtiil~f.. ~f"dqliiiqq atl(q*'i'1\<1

~ ~'- as S'allkara says.)
"Thou art _indeed our genuine father; for, thou hast
taken us across the ocean of Avidya to the other shore."
Pra.6-8.

- These and other S'rutis point to the removal of
the obstacle to Release as the only effect of the knowledge
of~tman.

~ iJf~ddiql~l~ W1m: 1l1t ~ ~ ~:II
iJT.

\9-~G-~.
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"To him (Narada) whose defilements of the mind had
been washed off, the revered Sanatkumara now showed the
Ch. 7-26-2.
other shore of the ocean of darkness."

5. The Notion of Xtman

The M~~rrkya Upanishad describes the genuine
as discoverable by follOwing up the trail of the
notion of the only Mman (Q:&iIi"UifQ.,HU('{ M. 7). In
common life the m~notion is found to attach itself to
various forms of not&lf and to flit from object to object
as occasion demands and the unthinking man scarcely,
if ever, bestows any thought upon the real Self to which
alone the notion actually owes its origin. For example, a
man may imagine that he himself is in sound health or
impaired health according as his son or wife is healthy
or ill, owing to extreme attachment to those dear ones,
even while he is qUite aware that they are distinct from
him. This is an instance of the notion of Gaunatman
(secondary self). Or he may be, and often is, identifying
himself with his body, as, for instance, when he thinks
and says 'I am stout' or 'lean', 'I am fair', 'I am standing',
'I am gOing', or 'I am jumping' etc. So also, he may
identify himself with the senses, as when he thinks and
says 'I am dumb, blind or deaf; or he may identify
himself with the mind and mistakenly transfer its
properties .to himself, as when he imagines and says that
he desires, wills, doubts ~r determines the nature of
external things, or that he is happy or miserable. These
~tman
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and other varieties of identification and mistaken
transference mutually of properties of the Self and the
not-Self give rise to the notion of Mithyatman (the false
self); for, here, the Self and the not-Self are not known
to be distinct, as they are in the case of superimposition
of the secondary self such as the son or the wife who is
sometimes the obje~ of the notion of ~tman. People
actually identify themselves with the body etc. and
fuperimpose the properties of the Self and the not-Self on
each other. One glaring instance of this notion of the
{dlse self, however, is what people never suspect to be
a superimposition. TIlis is at the very hottom of all other
superimpositions, and, therefore, S'ailkara draws the
attention of seekers of Truth to it in these words:i(i:4J4651('4f<4'1i(. ~¥t~~5IilIH11f~ 5I('44I1tit;q9H~ ct
Tl SI('44l1titlo1 4i44iIfi.(tui dfliQ~PNII;a :(b(ullfG'lC4SQfQfd II
~.

'IT. 3Tct.

"So also, one superimposes the Ahampratyayin (the
locus of the notion of me), on the innermost Sel£: the Witness
of all its modifications, and, conversely, superimposes t\lat
innermost Self, the Witness of all, on the inner organ etc."
. Intro. SBh.

It is only when one goes to a genuine teacher who
the real nature of ~tman as He is-as the

~xpounds

nnermost Self, the Witness of all-that one comes to
[ntuit directly that Paratman, the really real ~tman, to
Je no other than his own Self, who has been always the
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One without a second. The me-notion now take~ up
and resides in its reo:! abode. Accordingly, the S'ruti says:6

dW~cifqiUl;ffl

~

3q~df~rn,:

~SS~ss~ ~ II

~

,. ~-~-~~.

"Therefore, one who knows the truth thus acquires
self.control, tames his external Senses, gives up all external
activities, becomes strenuous in enduring the pairs of
opposites; and having acquired balance of mind, sees Atman
Br. 4-4-23.
exclusively iJll his own Self."

6.

Atman is Eternally Pure

The real Atman or Self of each one of us, being
verily Brahman, is Real, eternally Pure, Conscious and
Free. ~e have so far seen how this Atman is eternally
Conscious, aild how He is eternally Free, though in
common life, He sometimes seems to be ignorant _and
hound by the limiting associates of the body and the
senses. We. have seen how, really, the Atman is
ever-Conscious and ever-Free and how the notions of
unconsciousness and bondage are only the result of the
innate tendency of the mind to mix up the real Atman
and the unreal not-Atman. As for His eternal PUrity, the
seeker of Truth is invited to ponder oVer the following
observations of S'aDkara.

lNIT ~61~qRlfq'(,(1If.. flt?lot ElI$J~IJc ... ~ d~"If.tot
OIl(l~qiMI'l '~:' ~ llSI" 9f~~NeMj ~
Hlotl~" ... qilqtildlfG"'1 'aTW ~:, ~:' ~ llSI"
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:-\4

!f~(qeJ~, ~ ~ I ~ if ~ ~ ~ I ~
~ atijSH'44f~q~UI ~ ~: ~ ~;
~ if ~ ~ II

~. 'IT. ~-~-~.

just as the recovery of health due to the restoration
of the balance of the (three) constituents of the body (phlegm,
etc.) resulting from medical treatment of the body, accrues
to him alone who owns the body and has identified himself
with the body, and in whom the feeling 'I am cured' is
bom, so also, he alone is religiously pm-Hied in whom the
idea arises: 'I am pure now, I have been religiously purified
by purificatory bath, religious Sipping of water, wearing the
sacred thread, and the like Karmas'. He is certainly
associated with the body. It is by that ego only, the object
of the notion of me, that all Karmas are performed; it is he
alone that reaps the fruit th~reof."
SBh. 1-1-4.

S'ankara means to say that the really real Atman
neither performs any Karma, ~or experiences the fruits
thereof, inasmuch as He is no doer possessing a body
and the senses necessary for the performance of actions.
It is only Atman on whom the ego is superimposed that
is usually considered to be the doer of action in ordinary
life permeated by nescience.
Conclusion

The aspirant, who has "undertaken the longjourney
of searching for Atman or his real Self, has to discard
each and every pseudo-self to which the notion of me
attaches frequently in every-day life, till he arrives at the
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individual self which is usually regarded as a knower,
doer and experiencer of good and bad actions. And
when he has succeeded in divesting the Self of all these
conditioning associates, which are wrongly superimposed
on It, he finds himself to be really identical with the
genuine Atman (the Paratman or the Absolute) who has
always been intrinSically ever Pure, ever Conscious, and
ever Free (Nityas'uddhabuddham1fktasvabhava).

IV

THE GENUINE INTUITION OF ATMAN

"This ~trnan is the Brahman. He is the intuitor of all;
this is the teaching."
B~. 2-5-19.

We are now in a position to consider the direct
investigation of the nature of Vedlinta- Vijnana, the main
subject-matter of our enquiry. The word 'Vijnana' which
occurs in the title of this booklet, has many variants in
Sanskrit. Avagati (ascertainment), Adhyavasaya (final
understanding or determination) and Anuhhava
(Intuition) are some of these equivalents that are used
by S' wara We shall employ the English word
'Intuition' unifonnly while translating them all.
1. Vediintic Intuition as Distinguished from the
Sensuous and the Intellectual Intuitions

We must be careful, however, to keep the distinctive
meaning of this word in mind when it is applied to the
Knowledge of Brahman. The word 'Anuhhava' in
Sanskrit is used to denote 'immediate apprehension',
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whether by one of the senses or by the mind itself. It is
well-known how we intuit colour with the help of the
organ of sight and how we intuit joy or sorrow,- fear or
curiosity without any assistance of reason. All such
intuitions, however, are events in time, and so, they are
all born and cease to exist in time. But how are we aware
of the senses or of these sensations themselves? How do
we come to know the mind or its intuitions·themselves?
And how do we come to know the pres#!nce or absence
of the mind itself together with its various modifications?
The senses cannot objectify and know themselves; nor
can the mind know itself, and much less is it possible
for the mind to become aware of its own ahsence.
Nevertheless, it is common knowledg~ that we do know
when the mind or the senses function, or when they
cease to function, in such states, for instance, as deep
sleep. Now this faculty which enables us to have this
direct insight, is what is called Anuhhava in Vedahta.
This is what has been rendered by the term 'Intuition'
here.
The sensuous and the mental intuitions can be
remembered and recollected when a person makes the
necessary effort to do so. 'I can quite recall the colours
of the rainbow', 'I can recollect the excruciating pain I
felt when I was operated upon' or 'I well remember the
shock I felt on hearing the tragic end of my friend' -these
and other such ·statements of recollection of sensuous
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and psychic experiences, we are familiar with in
every-day life, confirm this fact. Now, the question is,
what is It that enables us to be aware of these temporal
happenings without undergoing any change in Itself?
This is what is called Anuhhava in Vedanta.
2. How Sensuous and Mental Intuitions
Pre-suppose a Changeless Intuition

The senses and th~ mind have no doubt the power
of reaching external objects by their inherent nature to
see things spontaneously, but when there is neither light
nor sound to guide, what is that Lihrht, guided by which,
this aggregate of body and the senses is enabled to go
through all its activities? This question was posed by
Janaka, to which YaJnavalkya gave a significant reply:-

amfi«f ~ 41~q('iq<Q il!:\q~~fit~ mst.ft
~ cnfu
f&i5:i'4"rMq1<4
~
$t'4l~cll~
~qffit'4l('q~qI4 ~Ss~ ~ CIi1f ¢
fcN~ffifu II
if. ){-~-~.
"When the sun has set, when the moon has set, when
the light of fIre has gone out, and when even the sound of
voice is hushed, what Light, 0 Yajnavalkya, has this Purusha
(the aggregate of budy and organs)? To this, Yajnavalkya
answered, 'Atman alone is its light, it is by the Light of
Atman alone that this Purusha sits, goes out, does any wod.
and returns'."
B.-. 4-3-6.
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This inner Light of A:tman is the Intuition which
constitutes the inherent nature of man or any other
individual creature. That Light or Intuition can directly
appr~hend and It serves as the eternal guide for all
procedure for the assemblage of body and senses, called
man, in ordinary life.
It might be suspected, perhaps. by some that this
so-called Intuition is only the mind that inspires the
aggregate to move about and perform its functions. This
might be justified if it were only a question of inference;
but how could the mind .work except through the
gateways of the senses insofar as the external world is
concerned? Moreover, there is, as we all know, afaculty
of the mind, which apparently enables it to compare or
contrast tw'O concepts of things either in juxta-position
in space or perceived succ~sively in time. But the
process of knowing for the mind being possible only
through forming a modification of itself, it is evident that
it can never have two thoughts simultaneously.
This fact forces us to admit that. over and above
mental intuitions, there must be a constant something
which enables it to perform these functions. The idea of
similarity or dissimilarity or even identity of two things
in two points of time or in two different situations,
therefore, necessarily presupposes a sustained Witnessing
Consciousness which endures independently, and is
beyond all time or space.
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3.

Intuition Unaffected by Waking or Dream

The Upanishads draw our attention to another
characteristic of life, which compels us to admit the
axiomatic nature of this changeless Intuition which
maintains Its self-identity independently of time or space
Intuited by the mind:-

-m

~ <r.r 5HctN('4W ~ ~ 'mllqqIGI~
~ ~ ~ m mm m ~ 5HctN('4'lU<l
~: ~<lanfd,:Jqfu"
,. ~-~-~.

"~en he dreams, he takes a little ofthic; all-embracing
world; he himself casts aside (the body) and he himself
creates (a new body) and through his own semblance and
through his own light, he dreams. Here this Purusha becomes
self-Iumuious."
Br. 4-3·9.

While a person is dreaming, he sees seeming bodies
and senses and seeming objects. And what is the Light
which aids him to see this replica of waking? Apparently,
none of the waking associates passes on to that state,
and so, there can be neither consciousness of the waking
mind, nor the sensations of the waking state.
Nevertheless, He objectifies all the dream-phenomena
with the help of His own Consciousness! Now this
constant Consciousness is the Intuition which is identical
with Atman. The Atman does not make use of any
Light, which has to operate actively as the mind does,
when it becomes aware of external objects in the waking
state. ObViously, therefore, Atman is His own light when

,II
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He o~iectifies dream as a whole, just as He is when He
is Conscious of waking as a whole.

4.

The Intuition of Deep Sleep

Besides the evidence of the Witnessing
Consciousness in waking, amI of the Atman's intrinsic
Consciousness unaffected by the appearance and
disappearance of waking and dream, we have the
Intuition of the invariable Consciousness of Atman which
continues to maintain its self-identity in deep sleep, where
not only the modifications of the mind and the functiQns
of the senses, but even the ego. the locus of all these, are
all conspicuous by their absence. The Smti describes
this unique state in thes!:' terms:('l'EJ 3l~d<::f(1'a3~1 3lQ(;dQIIllIW-i ~ I (fm1T ftnrm
fum ~qh~<H1 ~ GIlW ~ ~ "i1;:H4ctqctl~ ~:

~1~OjIi'4OjI ~QR~q:J1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ OID"

3'ltlld<!Oll{1dllqt'lli'4dlI1111dlI4 ~ ~j'ldlHH't II

(j .

~-~-~~.

"Now till'; I~ \eril) (Hi!» form beyond desires, beyond
(all) evil (of Kanna), fearless . In the same way as une, finnl}
embraced by his beloved wife, is aware of neither the
exterior nor the interior (world), so also this PU1'Usha, (the
indhidual self), finnly embraced by the Prajna·Atmall (the
Ever-Conscious Sel~, knows nothing external or internal.
And this, verily, is the fonn, which has accomplished all
desires, whose Self is Itself all the desires, which is desire less
and devoid of b'lief."
B1". 4-3·21 .
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5. Intuition Which is Constant Throughout All
States

That the genuine Atman, who is the Witness of
even the ego, is never affected by the appearances or
changes of the external or internal world can be known
from the fact that His essential nature of Pure
Consciousness or Absolute Intuition persists even while
He appears to pass through the three states of waking,
dream and deep sleep; birth and other stages of life and
deLlth; creation, sustenance and dissolution of the
universe. The following remarks of S'ailkara should be
considered and studied with due care for being
convinced of the changeless nature of Ktman as identical
with the Essence of Intuition:(~) ~ (OC(4SHUf(d(4( ~ mmcit ~ ~
~. ~. v:t Q~qk¥1(N ~4AH¥1((4(41 ~
~ ~II
ll. '41T. ~-~-~.

;r

'j1\St as a magician Lo; not touched throughout the three
points of time by the magical dio;play of a thing projected
by himseU, for the (Simple) reason that it (the projected
thing) is unsubstantial, so alo;o the real Atman remains
untouched by the magic display of Samsara." SBh.2-1-9.

(~) ~ ~ ~: (OC(1I1a:~\;1ql(l(l1 ;r ~
~
a:tc(4?-'II~(44AI&ft

SlCi!1l!HiSl4AI a:(;ih"1:;qI II dii::tItl,

~s~,~~;r~1
~~c«(~s~~~
~ ~ I ~ '~a:Rmh:iSla:I(4 fC(f~~lil(a':-
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'at'1lf~ql~~1 ~ ~ ~: ~ I ~N"tf-1s::q('CjC1qld

~ treJ'lI

(1ft.

(fif.

~-~~) ~iI

ll.

'ilT.

~-~-~.

"And just as the one dreamer is untouched by the
magical experience of dreams, for that does not persist in
waking and deep sleep, so also, the one Wilness of all the
three sWes, who remains unchanged, is untouched by the
triad of states which is changeful. For, that the 'r eal Alman
appears in the form of the triad of states is but a. magical
show, just like the appearance of a TOpe as a snake etc.
Here it has been proclaimed by the respected teacher
(Gaudapada), who is well-conversant with the genUine
tra,clition ofV~danta, in the follOWing verse:- 'When the Jiva
(the individual soul) awakes from the beginninb.}ess dream
of MlIya, he comes to know the birthless, sleepless, dreamless
SBh.2-1-9
Non- dual Principle' (GK. 1-16)."

6.

Why Do Distinctions In AtJnan Re-appear
Even After Their Disappearance?

An objection is likely to rear up its head here. If
freedom from all distinctions is the intrinsic nature of
Atman, as the Advaitin asserts, why do distinctions
re-appear again and again even after they disappear
altogether in states like deep sleep? Does not this point
to something potentially persistent in Atman, which
compels the latter to re-manifest these distinctions? Here
is S'ankara's reply to this objection:

~:. ~-~ fu ~!flijijql!4Id\laN
~ ~ atfCiii 14 lSi 1tdI , Pt$!AI*,H~HQ\f~d~ltt,
~ ~:
~ 'Wffir, ~ ~ I

m,
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ma-

~ ~-'ll'T: ~: lI'iIT:
~ ~ ~:. ~
~ ~,
~
err ~ err ~ err ~
err c€ta err ~ err ~ err ~ err ~ ~
CIGT ~' II (uf. ~-~-~, .~) ~ II

({ amn

"i.

'tT.

~-~~.

S'ruikara is here offering his reply to the objection
as to why, even after complete dissolution of all
distinctions at the end of a cycle, they appear again. He
says:
"Thi~ is no defect either. For, there is an ilhlstration
here also. Just as in the case of deeF sleep, trance or in any
other similar state, where there is the innate non-distinction,
distinction reappears as before as soon as one awakes, for
the Simple reason that false knowledge has not been wiped
off, so also this may. wen happen even here. There is thiS
S'mti also to this effect: 'All these crealures have become
one with Pure Being (Brahman) bllt they are not.aware that
they have . become one with Pure Being. ~atever they
have been, a tiger, or a lion, or a wolf, OF a boar, .or an
insect, or a butterfly, or a gad-fly, or a mosquito - that they
become again' (Ch. ·{}-9-2)."
SBh.2-1-9.

7.

Is There an Actual Merging of Distinctions
in Xtman During the'states Like Deep Sleep?

It should not be thought that Xtman is actually
infested with distinctions now, and that we have got to
attain a state of non-mstinction called Mukti or Release
after undergoing'some course of spiritual discipline. The
truth is that our Real Nature is ever-free from all
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distinctions and differences, even while it appears to be
sullied and tainted with them owing to our innate
nescience, and so long a'i this is not wiped out, we persist
in imagining that they continue to be in a potential form
even when nature repeatedly merges us in
rnulifferentiattd Reality in such states as deep sleep.
S'aflkara draws our atte~tion to this popular blunder in
these words:-

~

~fir

~

f44i!O<it~I'1)1fttq41

fCC'flltlbqct$H: ~GfG1C{&.4t$d: w.m~, ~~

~1~i'1)(foqoict fCf4'lI.I¥If('Cfi(jqIW~ I ~ ~
9"t~ffi)(~ii': . ~: I
\tR4t~I~'1
f41t4I~I"'w .
31cf1fC%o(€(l<{ II
11. 'qt. ~-~-~.
':Just as during the period ofsustenance ofthe universe
the prae::tical life of distinctions is found to thrive even in
the distinctio~ess Atman, as it does in dreams, owing to
wrong knowledge, so also a potency, consequent on that
self-same wrong knowledge, is inferred (from' the empirical
point of view) to persist even in the state of di~solution. This
di~poses of the objection regarding the possibility of rebirth
of even the Releas~d. For, in their case, wrong knowledge
has been destruyed by Right Knowledge."
SBh. 2-1-9.

8. Conclusion
This, then, is the essence of Vedantic Intuition. It
is not something to be generated hy effort. Whenever we
are said to have knowledge of a thing as it is, we use
some valid means of knowledge such as perception. The
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only function of all such means is merely to remove our
ignorance of the thing, that is to say, to remove the
misconception that has been projected by the absence of
contact of the Light of Intuition and the object which is
desired to be known. As the author of the
Ma~~ITkya-Bhashya writes:CW ~ .. a614wFctC1&i&i(U\ ~ lftmJIll. 34jQIfC!fffid- .
('j¥{tf.1?~f-ti4i("tlcHiH'l, ~ 0E1lcH~a~atOflFqC1&idi(U\

~ oGat~CI~lilICl4i("tlaflHI, ttGT ~ Qlfq~H'l,

rnt S14I UI4i("t'l1 ;r il ~ 3lI('lOl"4&lI(Jf4i'11"i'1:
S1~RUfa:fqC1&i&i{Ul
~
Slf(1ftl!lfCl~14 ~,
3l .. qlfqF~dl;O :S1~('qlfqRil!F-tiiXlfi1)&iul oUit dlIQI(Jqqf-ti: I

;r

~:S1~('qlfqf"1il!f-tiflq&il("tqa

~:
'4T. m.

II

\9.

"If, on the other hand, we accept that the valid means,
which has undeltaken the discrimination of the pot and the
ignorance thereof culminates only in eliminating the
ignorance which is not desirable- in the same way as the
act of cutting undertaken to sever the connection of the two
palts of a log of wood culminates in its two parts being
made asunder-then. the knowledge of the pot necessarily
arises of its own accord. and as such, cannot be regarded
as the result of the function of the means. So also, the means
of negating inward consciousness etc.. undertaken for the
diSCrimination of the nature of being inwardly conscious
etc., can have the only effect of eliminating the nature of
being inwardly conscious etc. and cannot exercise the
additional function of operating on (Atman) the Fourth also.
For, simultaneously with the elimination 'of the nature of
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being inwardly conscious etc., the distinction of being a.
knower etc., removes itself automatically."
Man. Bh. 7.

Atman, as Intuition, is the only Reality existing in
Its own right. The right knowledge of anything invariably
culminates in revealing its real nature as Intuition (or
Atman), only by removing the Ignorance which
intervenes and envelops its real nature. When we speak
of understanding a particular thing, our mind really
removes ignorance of that thing, and rests in the Atman,
who, in this particular case, reveals Himself as the
Intuition of that thing. Atman, as Intuition, is spoken of
as the Intuition of waking and other states of empilical
consciousness only relatively, just as we speak of the sun
throWing his light on objects when darkness disappears
owing to sunrise. The so-called sensuous and mental
intuitions are really this self-same Intuition as
particularized by the conditioning associates called the
senses or the mind.

v
INTUITION AND REASON SUBSERVIENT TO IT
L

How is Intuition Tested?

All intuition, whether sensuous, mental or of the
nature of direct insight, is direct apprehension.. Intuition
only sheds its light on its object and does not deliver
any judgment as.to whether or not the object is really
what it appears to be. The question, therefore, naturally
arises: 'How are we to conclude whether or not any
particular object of Intuition is real? Ho~ are we to be
sure about the Truth of the entity called Alman which
the Upanishads teach?'
In the first place, sensuous intuition or perception
is conunonly tested in three ways in common life; firstly,
by seeing whether our Intuition, alfirstsight, is confinlled
by our knowlet/ge of it on closer examination; secondly,
by seeing whether the thing possesses the causal
~fficiency expected of it; and thirdly, by seeing whether
our experience is common to all persons possessing
normal fawlties. For instance, when we see something
at a distance what our Intuition reports to be what we
call water, we go nearer, and see by experimenting
whether the liqUid in front of us can moisten our cloth
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or quench our thirst and whether this prop~rty, att1ibuted
to . it., is verifiable by all persons in like manner; and
""hen it is found to be so, we ruTive at the conclusjon
tiat it is realty what we know as water.
A mental intuition, like that of a dream object, may
all the above..mentioried tests while the dream
l~sts, but it is dismissed as untrue when it is found 'to ' be
~blated on waking, and so, all that we saw befor~ is
lIow decided to be only an individual intuition very much
lke that of an iilsane person. So then, we see that,
ilesides satisfying the tests of causal efficiency and of
universality, an Intuition must be such that its
~'ublatahility is inconceivable.
~sfy

2.

Is Intuition Of Atman in Conflict with
Perception and Means of Right Kt"owledge?

It is sometimes argued that Intuition of the unity of
Atmru1 has to be rejected as being unfaithful to fact,
inasmuch as the Pranz"!1!As or valid means of knowledge
uniformly point to a pluralistic universe. But the truth is
just the other way round. For every PrlImaTfa or valid
means of knowledge is accorded that pride of place only
insofar as it culminates in the Intuition which certifies
its validity, that is, when it conforms to the nature of the
object.
Besides, the veracity of perception or any other
Pramana rests on the pre-supposition that Atman is really
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a knower. But this is in itself a presumption without any
warrant. For as S'ankara remarks:~

i\f-wolIOqjQI(%Olq
~IfC%OOQq61(:
'a1~tOl .. q~1:ol
~ ~:

~,

~

~ I ~
'a1"6!4~I(qcql~" fu ~ ~ I ~ ~
~cif~ ... ~Rt ~ss~: S1q1Q(€1gQQEI~ I ~ if
S1qIQ('CIq~lol S1qIOISliiF~t(f~ I ~, atFClEllqfaqqlo~q
Sh'qitlltUf.t 1llmJJTf.r ~ 'a" II
at6!4"Rf ~.
"Function of perception and the like is not possible,
as we all know, without making use of the senses. And the
senses cannot possibly function without a body as their
resting place. Nor can anyone be active with a body on
which the idea of its being one's own Self is not
supeIimposed. Nor can there be cognizership in the Atrnan,
who is by nature untainted by anything else, unless all this
has been presumed. And no Pram7i1!a can proceed to
function without cognizership (in Atm;m). Therefore, (it is
clear that) perception and other Pramanas and the S'listras
likewise are only for persons influenced by nescience."
SBh.lntro.

The Intuition of Atman can' never be called in
question for a further reason:-

atfQ- ~ JI1ITOTlf. 311{"~C6(€if4 ~ ;ffir: lR
fChF~(%OIC6rs~~qf~, ~ fu ~ '~' ~ 'fcti1t?' ,
''C6?1lt?t
$f4IC6Is...~a, ~ '~'.
'~' ~ f&lf~(%O;;:q(%OIC6I~t(iilqf~, ~

'ifM?',

('CIfClqq(€1I(%Oq 4Ia: I

-m=a-

@;;:qf~iqf~ltiQqIOlSi ~

~ I ~ ('CI1~C6('C16Qf(t'<bollat\llt:iiq luns~ifsfur If
~1C61s.:.~(111
"i. ~. ~-~-~~.
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"Moreover, this Prama,!a propounding the unity of
Abnan is absolutely fmal; for, there is no further question
that can possibly arise when it has dawned.When it is said,
in ordinary: life, that one should sacrifice, it can be asked
'What (should be saCrificed), with what, and how (should
the sacrifice be conducted)? But there is no question which
can possibly arise in like manner when it is said: 'That thou
art', 'I am Brahman'; for, the Intuition (that dawns here)
relates to the unity ofAtman as the All. For, a question can
arise only when there is something left over, but there is
nothing left over besides the unity of Atman, about which
a question may naturally arise."
SBh. 2-1-14.

3. Intuition.of Atman is Not Opposed to Reason

But is it not possible that this ' Vedantic teaching is
opposed to reason? For, after all, Vedantic teaching is
only'a statement made about an actual fact and can be
deemed to .be unassailable only when it is not against
reasoning. Reason, on the other hand,.is often used to
infer something unknown on the strength of something
already known by perception, and so is more
approximate to Intuition than a mere traditional
statement. Moreover, the Upanishad says that one
should study the teaching about Atman (~:) and
adds that the teaching should be reflected upon (1MIOQ":),
evidently implying that the textual teaching should be
checked by reasoning also. And, in the Upanishads
themselves whatever has been taught is invariably found
to be reasoned out, as, for instance, when the S'ruti brings
forward .examples from ordinary life to illustrate and
support the truth ofwhat has been already taught. Would
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itnol, therefore, appear that the truth of a mere statement
has to be rejected whenever it is in conflict with reason:)
And anyone could see easily that rt!a.son can never
breathe in the !arified atmosphere of Absolute Unity.
This misgiving is altogether unjustified; for, the
obvious reason that all ratiocination is only a by-product
of the wOllde~ful manifestation of Intuition itself in the
hape of empirical life. The Upanishads no doubt
employ reason in the course of teaching the Absolute,
but this is only insofar as it is based upon partial intuitions,
just to lead the seeker to a gradual unveiling of Reality;
but they never encour.age mere reasoning for reasoning's
sake. S' ankara distin~,.uishes this Vedanlic reasonillgllsed as a device for the purpose of teaching the Absoltite
Tmth-from barren reasoning or syllOgistic reasoning as
follows :-

m:rcmr

~ ~ \'Jiqi('1<i;\<4I"ISS~:
I ?]t434Jiiltt
~ ~ ms~ss~ I \'C4t;tHt!41:a<i'lm~, aT1('IR)S40CiIlj('1('Cii(, ~ if 1fQlI
~

~

~

\'iq~f4i$1QfHt~I(q('Cii(;
~
a8iloqfa1:Qi: .

QildQiHOIl4;q('Ci'4I~"

$~adiHn~q:;: !I

~. 'i1T. ~-~-~.

"This argument cannot be used in excuse of finding
room for dry reasoning here. For. it is reasoning advanced
by S'l1.Iti alone that is resorted to here as subservient to
Intuition- reasoning, for instance, of the following type:- (I)
Atman is not followed np with any of the characteristics of
either dream or waking inasmuch as both these appear
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exclusive of each other, and since the individual self sheds
all plurality and becomes one with the Alman as Pure Being
in deep sleep, that Alman is really of the nature of Being
devoid· of all plurality. And Cl) Since the universe is bom
from Brahman, it cannot be other than Bralunan, if one
respects the law of the effect not being other than its cause."
SBh.2-1-6.

Here, evidently, the S'ruti brings forward reason
based upon universal Intuition and not founded upon
lOgical induction or syllogistic deduction. Besides, no
reasoning whatsoever is necessary for one who can
directly refer oneself to the nature of the genuine AtInan
Himself as the Witnessing Self of the ego which
correspond~ to the notion of 'I'. For, the Witness is, by
His lIel) nature, altogether independent of all objective
not-Self, which can never claim any independent
existence of its own as a real second to the Witness.
4. The Place of Non-dual States like Sleep in
Ved~ntic Reasoning

Vedantins, follOWing the footsteps of Badarayana
as interpreted by S' ankara, cite deep sleep and other
states of non-duality only to conflrm their contention
that this Atman maintains His absolute identity in spite
of the appearance or disappearance of the pluralistic
universe along with the waking state. But no waking or
dream actually sticks on to the Witnessing Self when we
remember that waking or dream is only for the individual
self which identifies itself with a body and fancies that
its senses actually reside in the body willie they function.
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The so-called merging in the Pure Being or Atman
(~ in deep sleep is only a concession to the

credulous who persist in the belief that each one of them
is actually an indiVidual distinct from the real Atman.
Accordingly, S'ankara makes this shrewd observation
on the self which apparently undergoes the three states
of consciousness :-

31N
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"Moreover, there is no time when the J1va (the living
soul) has not become one with Brahman, for the inherent
natme of a thing can never be alienated from it. It is (only)
relatively to its apparent lransformation into a foreign form
in dream and waking that the J1va is supposed to attain his
0\\11 fmm in deep sleep. So, for this reason also, itis improper
to aver that the J1va becomes one with Pure Being on one
particular occasion and not on an)' other."
SBh. 3-2-7.

The critical student of Vedanta will have noticed
by now how the so-called Vedantic reasoning is merely
leading the enquirer from one aspect of Intuition to
another till he finally intuits his intrinsic nature by his
own self without deSiderating any intellectual reasoning
whatever.

VI

GRADUAL REVELATION OF BRAHMAN

ASATMAN
Introduction

It would be highly edifying for the student of
Vedanta to take notice of the ~,'Tadual modes of revealing
the nature of Brahman as Atman as found in the
Upanishads. If one remembers how the human mind
has a natural tendency to be.a slave to the senses which
cannot help looking outwards exclusively, one would
be so grateful to the ~hi who sounds this note of warning
to all those who are in search of Brahman or the Reality
which is their own Self:~~~~~~~I
~: SC("'.<iiU(qi"'~~~i<i~~('J<1(dNiU1. II
CIiT.

~-~-~.

"The Self-existent One has carved out the organs of
sense outwards, and therefore one looks outwards and not
within oneself. It is only a rare wise person who "looks into
his inner }(;:tman withdrawing his senses, desiring to attain
immortality."
Ka.2-1-1.
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1. The Mind Is The One Instru.ment Useful For
The Vision Of Atman
It g-oes without saying that a super-sensuous ~ntity
like Brahman cannot be known through any empirical
means of knowledge. It is, therefore, to be expected tha,t
the Upanishads should teach It as knowable only through
the Vedas, which are exclusively devoted to reveal such
entities. Accordingly, we are told in the K7Ithaklfpanishad
that It is the goal which all the Vedas uniformly teach
(~ ~ qiQC{4Iqotf.:a I fiT. F~-~~.)

But lest it should be supposed that Brahman or
Abnan might be something pike the Devas (gods) or
Svarga (heaven)] to be reached after death, the
Upanishads warn us that It is to be seen through the
mind's eye.

q ..~qljSU!a.l ~ ;n;nfur ~ II

41. 'g-'g-~~.

"This has to be seen only through tile mind; Cor, there
is no diversity whatsoever here."
B~.4-4-19.

Here the word "Q,Cr (alone) is used to lay stress on
the mind to the exclusion of the senses. The latter can
see only finite things, and so, they function only in the
sphere of manifoldness. But there is no manifoldnesno diversity or variety, no distinctions or differences at
all- in Atman. Of course, the ordinary mind not trained
to turn inwards can be of no use to -us in our effort to
see Atman. This fact is implied by the prefix '~ (after)
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attached to the word '~ in the text quoted above,
which means thcrt:A:tman is 'to be seen in accordance
with the direction of holy teaching'.
2. The Need of Adhyatma-Yo$a
It being' the only_instrument, the mind has got to
be made sharp enough to be able to see this subtle
Atman. So the S'ruti says:-

"l1.'f ~ ~ ~SS(qT

";f ~ I
~~~~~: IlaiT. ~-~-~~.

"This fJitnran, hidden in all creahlTes, does not show
Himself generally. He is seen, however, by those who have
the ElapacUy to see subtle entities with the help of one-pointed
Ka. ]·3-12.
subtle mind."

Those that strive to know Atman directly have to
undergo the course of discipline called the
Adhyatma-Y~a, the YlJga by means of which one can
stay the mind on the Ktman within. Accordingly, the
S'rut! exhorts the seeker to practise this Yoga in these
terms:(f

~ 4lGqjSlf~i ~ ~ ~ I

3{84It'itJt.lliil.I~'1 ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ II
CfiT.

~-~-~~.

"Knowing this ancient Deva (tile shining one), hard to
see, and hidden in a secret place and lodged in tile cave,
and lor.ated in the midst of inaccessible surronndings,-

!i8
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knowing Him, a wise person shakes off both elation and
griet"
.Ka.. 1-2-12.

The Ylfga recommended here is to be practised
by taking several steps, one by one. These are
enumerated"-in the following verse:-

cI'U1iU(4i"~ 511~~C1iU\ijlI" amqf.r 11
~1 .. qHqf.r _

~ daiUiUl"d amqf.r Ii

5.

t-~-~~.

"The discerning seeker should control (and dissolve)
the oqfcm of speech in the mind, and that in the Xtman of
intellect; and the inteDect he shall dissolve in the great
Atman, and that (Atman) in the featureless Atman."
Kil. 1-3-13.

It must have been evident by now to the student
of Vedanta that the 'Vision' of Atman, referred to by
the Upanishads, is neither sensuous perception, nOf
inference with the aid of the mind. This would be clearer
by a close study of S'ankara's Bhm.hya explaining the
various stages of the Adhyatma-Yoga, specified in the
S'ruti cited above:l. (The Yogin) should control and dissolve the olK'ln
of speech in the mind. That is to say, he should give up the
functions of the external ingans of senl!e, such as that of
speech, etc. and continue to stay as if he were one with the
mind.

2. This mind (1r.rnJ also, which may tend to revolve in
itself the properties of outside objects, should be confined
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to and merged in the ilitellect-denoted by the word lnana'
In this t,xt-the faculty of detennination, by (constantly)
warning Joneself against the defects of any object

3. And that intellect also he should render more subtle
and merge it In the great Atman, that is, experiencing ego,
or in the primal)' integral Intellect of H~yagarbha.
4. As for thm 'great Atman', he should be made
steadfA,\st, fIDd merged in the S'7Inta-Atman (the Atman who
is absohitely free from all the specific features of
phenomeJla), in the Parama Puruska (Supreme Person), the
'Fmal c9al' in \:Vhose context tlUs Yl>ga is being taught"
SBh. 14-1.
3~

Atman As Beyond Speech And Thought

The seeker who has made sufficient progress in the
Adhyatma-Yoga is ready to understand the spirit of
Upanishadic texts which declare that Brahman cannot
be expressed by words, or·thought of by the mind.
~ ~ I am12f 1RW 111.1
~ Q1J1T 1Q:r.( I ~ ftritftr ~ II

VtU

t.

~,.~.

"~owing the

nature of Brahman as Bliss, from which
words tum back along with the mind, unable to reach it,
one is afraid of nothing else."
Tal 2-9.

.f.. Brahman As Un-objectifiable By Meditation
Or~owledge

'CI'fiit

The organ of speech, referred to in the text ~
~ quoted just now, is only a lypicalexample
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representative of all senses. Accordingly, the Kena
Upanishad sets forth the organs of sight, hearing and
smelling also in succession along with speech and mind,
and sounds a repeated note of warning that while it is
true that Brahman is enjoined to be meditated upon,
one should not be carried away with the notion that
Brahman is actually -t he object of 'meditation; for, It is
the one eternal subject that sheds its radiance on all the
senses before they are able to perceive objects:-

(~)~S~~~I
~ Ql ~ ~ ~ qf«~~qIW"1I ~. ~-".
"That which is not expressed by the' org-cln of speech,
but that by which (the organ of) speech itself is objectified,
know thou That alone to be Brahman and not that which
they meditate upon as 'this'~"
Ke, 1-5.

(~)~~~~~I

~ Ql ~ ~ ~ qfc{~~qIW II ~. ~-~.

"That which one cannot tlrlnk about with the mind,
but That by which, they say, mind itself is objectified, know
thou That alone to be Brahman and not that which they
meditate upon as 'this'." •
Ke. 1- 6.

(l)~~~~~~1
~ Qlllt ~ ~ qf~~~qIW II ~. ~-\9.
"That which one cannot see with the oJKlln of Sight,
but That which objectifies (all) sensations of sight, know
Thou that atone to be Brahman and not that which they
meditate upon as 'this'."
Ke. 1-7.
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(~) ~;r ~ t.l ~ ¥f'll
~ Qr tct ~ ~ qf«!fQiij~ II ~. ~-~.
"That which one cannot hear with the o~n ofliearing,
but That by which that o~n of hearing is objectified, know
thou That alone to be Brahman and not that which they
Ke. 1-8.
meditate upon as. 'this'."

(,,) ~ ;r If'If1rlfff t.l lOUT: ~ I
~ 'Qr tct ~ ~ qf«!fQiij~ II ~. ~~ •
."That which one cannot smell with the o~n of smell,
but That by which the o~n of smell ibelf is objectified,
know thou That alone to be Brahman, and not that which
Ke. 1-9.
they meditate upon as 'this'."

It is intelligible that the specific fonn which is
enjoined by the S'rutl. to be meditated upon may not
necessarily pertain to Brahman, since the text enjoining
meditation does not propose to ascertain the true naturt·
of Brahman. But can we not suppose that Brahman is
the object of the act of knowing, seeing that in each of
the above texts this advice is repeated: 'Know thou That
alone to be Brahman'? The Upanishad has forestalled
this sunnise:-

~ i1fflf«(1,~1Iil 3IfCff«di«M

l

~ ~ ~ ~ "~{C5Qi'd'dfiit

II

"It is quite other than the known and even beyond the
unknown. So have we heard from the ancients who have
Ke. 1-4.
explained It to us."
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Being the Witness of all that is knowable or known
as well as of all that is unknown, It cannot be known,
that is to say, objectified by knowledge in the same way
as external objects. It has got to be directly Intuited by
means of the suggestion of S'ruti texts and teachers.
There is no need to objectify It by means of any words
or thought and, much less, by the senses.
'How is it then', itwill be asked, 'that the Upanishad
alone is said to be the only means of valid knowledge
for revealing Brahman? Here is S'ankara's answer:~ "QJ1JT: ~ilfjij4tf.HqI3q·qMRrd ~ I ~;
8IRlEJ(i$f(OQd:q(d~~MQ4;(q4i0I(Oli1(4 I ~ fW ~ ~
~
if1f
SlRtfqql~r4qRt,
fci;
~,
Slf4mi;q~"I~q4d41
SlRNI~4«,
34~EJIC6f{;qd

~eJ~rC{il~~"lr~~qq"4Rt II

11.m. ~-~-~.

"(Objection:-) If Brahman is no object (of speech), it
would not be prope~ to say that Brahman is known- only
through the Vedanta- S'astra !
"(Reply:-) No; for, the aim of the S'astra, is to take off all
differences conjured up by Avidya. (To explain:-) , The
S'astra never proposes to propound the nature of Brahman
as a!l object (of verbal expression) and to teach It as such
and such a thing. It only teaches that It is no object at all,
beingthe innermost~Self of everything; and thereby removes
all distjnctions in It created by Avidya,.~ (@tin~tiOI)..S.).,such
as that of the knowable, knower and knoW1~J! $JMutlhl4,
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5. Interpretation Of Positive Terms Applied To
Brahman
How then are.. _positive terms employed for
describing Brahman to be interpreted? This question
presents no difficulty to followers of schools who believe
that Brahman really possesses certain properties which
distinguish It from other external beings; but how is a
follower of S'a.tik~a's tradition-which maintains that
Brahman is altogether devoid of all specific features-to
interpret such seeming epithets? Here is S'ailkara's reply.
In explaining the text ~ ~ a:A:it agr he writes.:

"By t}te term 'Reality' the S'ruH only intends to teach that
It is not an effect (which being superimposed on Brahman
is unreal)."
Tai. Bh.2-l.
(~)

am:

~

'I11Ct

QIUT:; ~ T.1' ~,

~; 4JMf,;alqdl T.1'
~ ~II

lITI(fT II

am
~.

~
~-~.

m.

"As a consequence, (Brahman not being an efJ'ect) has
to be considered to be the cause, and being a cause implies
that. it is a f~tor in prodUCing an action; and being a thing
(causing something else) It might be taken to be insentient
like clay (which is the material cause of a pot etc.). To
preclude this contingency, the S'ruH says that Brahman is
Consciousness."
Tal. Bh. 2-1.

IiI

6.
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Interpretation Of Negative Terms Applied
To Brahman

We should guard ourselves from mistaking negation
of certain features as implying the opp·osite of what is
negated. Thus, when it is said that Brahman is 'not
unreal', it should not be supposed that It is real (the
opposite of unreal) like any other empirical o!>ject that
exists in time and possesses some causal efficiency. In
like manner, the S'ruti text that describes Brahman as
Jnana (Consciousness) never means that this term
indicates the opposite of unconsciousness. To make this
explicit the Upanishad says:d~jSlfq~41 ~ ~I ~ ~ TIl
~~TII~~TII~~
Tl" ~ I ~ fcfilJ I dffif4f4if4Ii1&ffi II

~. ~-~.
"Having entered into it, He became the gross matter
with Conn and the subtle formless; the defmable and the
undefinable. the supporting and the not-supporting, the
sentient and the non-sentient; the Real became the real and
the lUlreal, all this. (So) they call It the 'Real'."
TaL 2-6.

It is evident form this extract that Brahman is called
the Real, not because It is the opposite of what we call
unreal in ordinary life, but because It is the substrate
of both ·the empirical real and unreal phenomena which
are equally superimposed upon It.

This becomes more obvious when we meet with
texts describing Brahman as the Absolute (~ by
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denying a number of specific features together with their
opposites.
~ ~ ~

1llftr

~ am:tqG~i!HO$?I(Wtq",Oq

~q~QqMlf~q~~GiUlqq(f.nSqllq'1I4iI~lq~fi:q

~*iqil'€lqii~tifiqJr"qqjilq;{JSd'J1~qSlIOlqg&qql"q
'1"d~qaU$ ;r ~ fcnlI;r ;r ~ ~ II

,; ~~G-G.
"This is velily that Akshara (the Impelishable Reality).
Gargi, which, the knowers of Brahman say, is neither
gross nor. subtle, neitller short nor long, not red. not
adhesive, neither shadow nor darkness, n~ither air nor eilier,
nor attached, \viiliout taste, w-itllout smell, \vithout eyes,
without ears, without tlle organ of speech, \vithout mind,
witllout light, without the vital power, \Vitllout mouth, \Vitllout
measure, without interior, and witllout exterior. It never
consumes anything, nor does anybody consumes It."
Br. 3-8-8.

o

It is evident that S' rutis are so serious in taking pains
to negate every conceivable specific feature to stress the
fact that there is absolutely nothing to be attributed to or
predicated of Reality , because It is absolutely One without
:tIl distinctions and differences.
7.

What Exactly Is Negated In The Negative
Description Of Brahman

The Upanishads are so fond of employing the
negative method of teaching Brahman that they
sometimes describe It as 'not this, not that'.
It is
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necessary to ascertain what exactly they mean by this

absolute negation. Badarayana in his Vedlinta-Mlmamsa
(popularly called the Brahma-SUtra-Prastlilina) has taken
up this topic for discussion (in Sutra 3-2-22) :
Sifl~dlciTCi fl ~, rnfr iI"CiTffi T.J ~: II
which freely translated means:
"This text only negates the limitation that is under
discussion; (for) it says something more (subsequently)."

The text taken up for consideration herein is from
the Brhadlira7}yaka

,

811m" ~ ~ ~ ;r~d\iilf~R1 ~ ~II
~-~-~.

In the course of his commentary on the Sutra,
S'ailkara states the prima facie view that the text denies
both Brahman and Its forms, since both have been taken
up tor consideration at ~e commencement; further, two
negations are employed here, and it stands to reason
that by one Neti the form of Brahman with cill Its details
has bee~ negated, while by the second Neti, Brahman
Itself to which the form pertains has been negated. Or,
still better, Brahman Itself, which is saId to haV'e'-the two
forms, has been negated here; for, being beyond.speech
and mind, Its existence is inconceivable and so, that
alone deserves to be denied and not the phenomenal
form, since, being the object of perception (and other
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means of valid knowledge), This cannot be negated with
propriety. The repetition of the word 'Neti' (not this), .
may be explained away as being due to solicitude for
negation.
S'ailkara,rejects this view as follows:-

(V ;r dlct!icqqSlf(t~ti ~, ,!"4ctl«SI~fi1f( I ~
q(qltiql(iiii64iQ(qlti: ~ lAT ~ ~:'I
~ qftfttiliiiqlOl ~ ~ ~ I a'iftISlftfq~
g cfits~ '1T<f: ~? aaqftf,liiiqlOl ~
lI' ~:
SlM~,ql('kIa . Slf~,q¥ICf4(qIf(
q(ql~iQfI: Slfn4&i3QQM: I ~ il8lSif<iq& ~;
'QrW JI~lfUr' (t. ~- ~- ~) $f4ligQaiqfct(JQIf("

mer

~. 'qT.

~-~-~~.

"In the fJI'St place, both (Brahman and Its fonus) cannot
reasonably have been negated; for, that would lead to
Nihilism. We know that something unreal is usually denied
on the basis of something known to be real, as, for ins~ce,
a snake etc. are denied in substrates like a rope etc. And
that denial is possible only when something positive is left
over; and what other possible thing could be left over if
both be denied? And if there is nothing else left over,
negation itself would be impossible, inasmuch as that which
was sought to be negated would itself be real, since it could
not be possibly negated. Nor could Brahman be intended
to be negated here; for, that would be contradictory to the
proposition at the commencement, viz. 'Let me teach you
Brahman'.."
SBh. 3-2-22..
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As for the text which states that Brahman is beyond
both speech -and mind, S' ankara says:
(~) ctj3('I4ijlffldMQfq ~ ;n\IlqfNSiI~ollf\ii!nCi(1I
;r fg ~ qftcMq~4 'i8lfCiGI4tfd lro{' (ft': ~-~n,
.~ ~ Qr' (~.~-~) $~qqifG41 ~ Qr

~ ~s~; 'SI$i(Wt4if4 -qp
i~IGw¥~4 ~' ~ fg ~: I Slmq1G4S1f~Cii ~
c~ cmi\- ~ I 31JIT12f lAm ~ I' (~. ~-~)
~ I ~ ~ - ctj3('I44Uffld'l ~:18M

1ffim1r

~ f.:t('4¥J494~Cfd4<t""~ ~ I ~ ~
~ ~, ~ Qr - $('4"9 qil "dOEl,(1I

'i.

'11".

~-~-~~.

"Even Brahman's transcending both speech and mind
is not stated with a view to tea<;hing It's being a non-entity;
For, it cannot be supposed that the S'ruti girds up its loins
to proclaim Brahman in such propositions as 'The knower
of Brahman attains the Highest. Brahman is Reality,
Consciousness and Infinite' and then denies the existence
of that very Brahman. For, as the popular adage says, it is
far better to stand at a distance and not touch mud at all,
rather than (touch it and then) wash oneself! As a matter
of fact,' this is (only) a way of propounding the nature of
Brahman, when it is said: 'Failing to reach .which, words
tum back along with the mind' (Tai. 2-9), This is as much
as to say 'Brahman is what is one's own innermost Self
which is beyond speech and mind, not comprehended by
the objective phenomena and is ever Pure, Conscious and
Free. Therefore, we have to conch.lCle that the text denies
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the phenomenal fonn (of Brahman) but retains Brahman
(intact)."
SBh. 3-2-22.

In support of the propriety of this interpretation,
S' ankara adds the following remarks:
"As for Brahman, It has beflll taught only as an adjunct
to the two fonns by means of I genitive (Brahma7J.7i Rlipam)

in the previous portion of the Upanishad, but not as an
independent entity in .and for Itself. The two forms having
been explained at length, desire to know the nature of that
which has them, arises naturally, and so, this text is begun
(in response to it, which says) 'Now, therefore, the teaching:
'N~t this, not this'. (So) here. it has to be concluded that
this is a presentation of the nature of Brahman through the
denial of both the fonns superimposed; for, it is on the basis
of that substrate that all this effect has been negated by the
expression: 'Not this, not this'."
SBh.3-2-22.

So, what is S' ailkara's final position with regard to
this double negation Neti, Neti? He tentatively offers two
interpretations: (I) These two negatives deny
respectively the two forms, the gross and the subtle. Or
(2) the first negative denies the totality of the (five)
elements, while the second denies the totality of
impressions. Finally, however, he pronounces his verdict
thus:
311rctT ~ ~ ~ I ~ qlqf(ijiP.isdli{4d
~ ~: I qfttlfUldSi~~ ft ~, .~

~

Qr,

~

Qr

~'

-

~. -

l'ml l

citqnqt ~ ~ ~ fqQQ\ilid\C4 ~, ~:

iO
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~~- : ~~~I~,~
"i't;r - ~ ~:II

QJfUr ~ ~, ~

~.

'R.

~-~-~~.

"Or rather, this 'Nt;ti Neti' is (a repetition) to denote
all-comprehensiveness; the meaning is: 'Whatsoever may be
conceived by the word 'this' (or thus), that is not (Brahman).
For, should there be only a negation of a limited (number),
the desire to know as to what else could it be if this is not
Brahman, would naturally arise; but, if the repetition is
intended to \:>e exhaustive, all that pertains to the range of
the objective will have been denied, and the conclusion would
be that Br3hman is the inmost A:trnan who is no object at
all; and so, there would be an end to all further enquiry.
Therefore, the fmal conclusion is that (this text) denies only
the universe which is superimposed and retains Brahman
(intact)."
SBh.3-2-22.

8. Negation is the Only Available Method of
Teaching Brahman

We have now reached the last way of revealing
Atman, adopted in the Upanishads. There is no further
teaching of the Upanishads which is worth understanding
and remembering in connection with Atman. The
Upanishads not only close their teaching by denying
every specific feab,tre in Atman, but they insist upon
declaring that this is the only exclusive way of teaching
Atman. In his precious commentary on the SITtra under
consideration, S'ailkara makes the follOwing
thought-arresting remarks. His interpretation of the Srrtra
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and S'ruti is based upon a special syntactical relation of
the words in the text:

llGT ~ ~ ';r ildWIM'd ~ ~'I ;r

fW

SlqjJSlfd~ij~QlttJ

Q'UTr-sfur - ~,

(IGr

~

ar.««

,mit Tcftfir

"'lq~Cifqqd JI'ilf4dOQ'(j -

aN

~

T1 ~:' ~

~ '~

~I 1mJJT t ~ ~ ~' (t. ~-~-~n
- ~ fW rcfui1fu I ffi%.j' i6ll cHIR ~ ~
'1Cfft:r I alillCilcHU4 g mit fct ~ ~ ~?
~ i6lICl~I;fiS~ ~ ~ $€'4SQCI~lq:1I
~. 'IT. ~-~-~~.
"When; however, the words of the text are construed

as follows:- '~ ~ ~ ~ 'For, there is no other

more appropriate teaching of Brahman than the negation
of the universe'; then, the portion of the SiItra 'mit 1ICitfif if
~:~ (the S'ruti says something more again) should be
applied to (Its) name.' 'Now, Its name; (It is) the Real of
the real'; so says the S'rut;, 'The Pr~as are known to be
~ this (Paramatman) is their Real (such is the meaning
of the subsequent S'roti text).' Now, this subsequent text
would be intelligible only when the negative culminates in
something positive as the substrate. H, on the other hand,
the negation culminated in non-entity, what could it po~sibly
be, that is described (in the subsequent text) as Real of the
real? Hence we finally conclude that this negation ends with
revealing Brahman, and not with (teaching) a non-entity."
SBh. 3-2-22.

VII
PRE-5'ANKARA VEDANTIC SCHOOLS
1. Introduction

A close scrutiny ofS'ankara's Sutra-Bhashya would
disclose that S' ankara's was only one of the many
Vedantic traditions of interpretation of the Upanishads
current in ancient times. In the face of this fact, it is
passing strange that scholars have tried to glean views
of Ancient Vedanta from other quarters and rest content
w~th draWing conclusions on the basis of very flimsy
grounds. Thus, misle.d perhaps by observations and
criticisms of adverse Bhashyaka?ras lik-e Bhaskara and
Ramanuja, some thinkers have surmised that S'ankara
and his grand-preceptor, Gaudapada, have been greatly
influenced by Mahayaruc.Buddrusm. Struck by apparent
similarities between Gaudapada's Karikas and
Mahayana books - as regards the use of technical words,
almost verbatim quotations or adaptation from
well-known Buddhistic works and even certain doctrines
- they have jumped to the co~clusion that Gaudapada
is largely indebted to Buddhism. Some historian; of the
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development of Vedautic thought have even gone to
the length of conjecturing that Gau~apada was perhaps
himself a crypto-Bu~dhist. As I have tried to examine
these views and expose the fallacies underlying this line
of reasoning elsewhere, * I refrain from entering into a
detailed discussion about the subject, especially because
it is not directly gennane to our present enquiry into
the nature of ancient schools of Vedantic interpretation.
We shall also waive the consideration of the popular
belief that S'allkara was the founder of the Advaita
(A dvaitaprathisthapaniicarya)for obvious reasons.
from the references and quotat~ons from wor.\<s of this
tradition, Gaudapada K7irikas on the Ma ?zdukya, still
fortunately extmt, will also be sufficient to explode the
plausibility of this hazardous claim. As for the theory
that a revolution in Vedanta tradition has been ushered
in by S'ankara and Gau~apada, their "references to
ancient Vedantins of the tradition, such as
Dravidacharya, Brahmanandin and others in the
Uparushad-Bhashyas and in ~e SITtra-Bhashya itself, will
quite suffice to shelve it. I shall, therefore, rest content
with a few quotations which are sure to .serve as clinchers
in this case:-

APart

* English Introduction to the 'MQ1Jdakya-Rahasya- Vivrti in
Sanskrit, published by the Adhyatma Prakasha Karyalaya.
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(1)

¥

~:
QGClIi:fC4S1QIUI<'I: I
~: (Oicf~Gloal'(ijlf~f4111mftS~ Ii ~. cqr.

-aftit

Here S'aOkara pays his obeisance to ancient teachers
who have explained all the Upanishads according to
acceptable etymology, syntax and valid means of "right
knowledge.

(2) S'ailkara's ql,lotations on two different occasions
in his SITtra- Bhashya, where he refers to Gaudapada as

one well-conversant with tradition:

"So say they that are conversant with the tradition."
SBh. 1-4-14.

'iJ~,FCiWif~ii'lil:' etc. (G.K. 3-15) which is taken as
a voucher for the traditional interpretation of creation.

(b) ~, aGloal~hhiGlijfCiF~df.i1f: 'at'ufGQlijijl
~: ... :11' (m. QiT. ~-~~n"
'l!. cqr. ~-~-f(.
"Here it has been said by those who know the traditional
interpretation of the Vedantas: 'The Jiva who has been
SBh.2-1-9.
dreaming Mayically ......' (G.K 1-16)."

This is adduced in support of the traditional
interpretation of texts treating of the three states of
consciousness.
(3) The thr6e S'lokas at the end of the Bhashya on
the fourth SITtra, whose authorship has not yet been
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definitely traced, are introduced with 'antr illSSI:'
'Moreover, they say'~ These S'lokas are quoted in
support of the genuine tradition which teaches (a) .that
there remains nothing to-be done after one has realized
one's ,identity with Pure Being or Brahman; (b) that
knowership (Priimatrtva) is ,real only until ~tman ~
Intuited as the seeker's own Self and (c) that the empirical
Pramii ~as or valid means of right knowledge are
ragarded as such only till the true nature of ~tman has
been .ascertained, and their nature as means of
knowledge is sublated, just in the same way as one's
one's self continues to be real
notion of the body
only until the Self distinct from it has been known. These
three doctrines belong to the genuine tradition of
S' aitkara, as has been argued by him at length in his
Srrtra-Bhashya (1-1-4).

as

2. Pre-S'aDkara Advaitins

First of all, it would be profitable to remember that
pre-S'aiIkara Vedantins were almost all Advaitins in the
sense that in the state of final release the indiVidual self
invfl,liably became one with Brahman.
There were some differences of opinion regarding
the Siidhana (discipline to be undergone by the seeker)
as well as the relation of the phenomenal- world to
Brahman. A nUJ;llber of such Vedantic · schools have
been referred to and their peculiar method's of

i'.
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interpretation have been critically examined by'
Sures'wara
in
his
Viirtika
on
the
Brltadiira1}yaka-BluTslrya. I shall res bid myself, however,
to S'allkara's SITtra-Bhashya, wherein he has examined
the most important shades of such Advaitic schools and
shows how his own tradition is different from them,
pointing to the glaring faults of the opponent in each
case.
It is i~teresting to note that Vedantic schools,
known as Dvaita and Vishistadvaita now-a-days, are
nowhere found to be referred to whether by S' ankara
or Gaudapada or even in treatises devoted to the
treatme~t of Saffikhya, V ais' eshika or other systems
contemporaneous with Advaita philosophers.
3.

The School Postulating Diversity Within
Bralunan

The first school that -deserves our attention is the
Anek7ilmaka Brallma-vada (The school which admits of
variety within Brahman). 1bis school has gained its
prominence in the eyes of modern scholars mostly
because it has been associated with the name of
Bltart!-Prapanca.. whose opinions have heen criticized
almost at every step by the Bhashyakara on the
Brltadara~ryaka and by Sures'wara in his- Vlirtika on that
Bhashya in the course of expounding the traditional
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interpretation. As I have discussed this side of the
question elsewhere* at length, I shall merely quote
Bhart.r-Prapanca's views on Brahman and the universe
as it is found in the SiItra-Bhashya:(~)
"I;q~ifll('&4cii flr I ~ ~~:.
'tctq~ifI¥ifriSiijf~~46 1I{;f I a«f: ~ ~ ~

~1~~~~~~i~T.J
~~. q,.t(Hfi1~kq.1I ~i ~ T.J ~
~.
ijqll (ICiI EiI<'4"1 I
~I
d~q)(qiil ..
~Fti04(JI(tOQq61(: ~ I ...."i(€tiil.. (f Ci'iqQiiOSi'iJl~

HlfCfl<6af~QiOQq6H' ~ ~ I v.ct "'T.J +.!GIfd\~HlI

. ~ \tfCi64·~,.m,

II

~. 'ill. ~-~-~~.

"But Brahman is of a manifold natw·e. Just as a tree has
many branches. so Brahman has many potencies and
functions. Therefore, both unity and diversity are
indisputably real. Just a& a tree is one (as a tree), but admits
of diver:sity as branches; just as there is lUlity (in the sea) in
its lliipecH> as a sea, but yet there is diversity in its aspect as
foam, waves, etc., and just as clay is one as clay, but has
diverSity as pots, plates etc. (so Brahman too may be one
and yet manifold) .

. ·See <How to Recognize the Method of Vedanta' in English
and ~-~~ in Sansklit, both published by the
Kmya:laya.
.
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This being so, .'the convention of release would be possible
from the standpoint of unity, and on the basis of diversity,
aU activity whether secular or Vedic. as enjoined in the
Kanna- portion of the Veda, would (also) be feasible. And
from this thought-position, (VediC) illustrations, like the clay
etc., would (also) be appropliate."
SBh. 2-1-14.

This school, also called ~. 414lHiilOcm( as
opposed to l(q)HtI(Clal~ or ~ (the doctrine of
uniformly one Atman, or the non-dual Brahman)
propounded in S'ankara's tradition, has been later
adapted by Acharyas like Bhaskara, RamIDllija,
Chaitanya and others to suit their own systems. The
student of S' ankara's Advaita would, therefore, do well
to study the extensive review of Bhartr-Prapanca in the
SITtra-Bhashya. The most important items in the
refutation are: (1) The emphasiS laid by the S'ruti on
the exclusive reality of the cause; (2) the sublation of all
diversity or differences and distinctions in Atman, when
one's intrinsic TUllure as identical with that of Brahman
is realized; (3) .the fact that Moksha or fmal Release is
not restricted to. a particular state, since 'That thou art'
only reveals the identity which is always there; (4) The
S'run disparaging one who adheres to the notion of
diversity; and finally (5) The inability of the school to
justify the universally accepted Vedantic doctrine of
Release by Knowledge, Since, according to it, there is
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no Avidya or mis-conception at all which has to be
sublated by right Knowledge ..
All these charges, it is needless to say, would apply
pari passu to all modem dualistic systems that are more
or less aligned to the doctrine of real diversity.
4. The School Which Holds that Brahman is
Subservient to an Injunction of Meditation

We may leave out of account schools that insisted
upon the entire Veda as only enjoining Jr.arma (Rites
and rituals) or Upasanas (meditations); for, they
countermand the existence of an entity call~d Brahman
altogether. So too the school that taught that a seeker
for Final Release need only perform obligatory Karmas
and avoid others which neceSSarily lead to Sa.rnsara; for,
even this school rejected the Knowledge of Brahmatman
as a sine qua non for Release. Its only peculiarity lay in
postulating one's permanent stay in one's Self {Ct(CiqlcH"II"iq
as the final goal of life.
The one school next in importance, insofar as it
admitted the identity of the individual self with Brahman,
is that of the Slf<1qfflfq~q.qC:i1f~.. : - those that said that
Brahman was subservient to Vedantic meditation:

(~)

'arnqr

err

an

~:' (t.

~-~.~),

.~

at 1(CfIQijdQIUf I •••• lfrS~: l' fClr\i1~lf~H'OQ:' (uT.
l-\9-~), 'atIJl~q1qIJld' (t. ~-~-\9), .~

8.)

I.. •
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<.... t- ~- ~'t),
~
'fCffif'
~-~ .. 'n - $f4lfGfCiillI4!1 ~ lcirs~?',
'fij; ~ 'QI'? - $f4ICfipt$l<d d~""q ... q4UiOi 'ri

Ml4i!jQIQ\d'

<!.

~~ •• I~. - " - . ' I~' . I~'
QGI'tI{11 ~";a"""'., •
",q-~. ,
ttq·,nl, ''''~V'(1''

.,('Ct.

1f.tf4¥l"9494'd\Ci'iUCi:,

fQ~IOiqIOi4l

qr'

~CiqlC(tj: 1 d§QH1Oi1ii.i 'lI~iitilS~.~:· ~
'ilfQ6Q<ilm 1
ilift6Q~6Q0i3$i4"
q~qlSim
~
•
I~~'
1
~ --c::;.,
81 NIC(IOiI\iqCih'l. ~'{Ial'4l "'~~'''' m1S~1 41'!U1(1
- $f4lf~CiI"q( 4c;}'ij4 iff4MIQ,""Cif4QQ ~ II

"i.

'1T.

~- ~- ~.

"While there are ~unctions for meditation -like the
following: 'The Self alone is to be seen' (Br. 2-4-5); 'That
Atman who is free from sin .... He is to be sought after, He
alone is to be known' (Ch. 8-7-1); 'One should rp.editate
upon Him as Atman alone' (Br. 1-4-7); 'One should meditate
upon the world of Atman al~ne' (Br. 1-4-15); 'Should one
meditate upon Brahman, one becomes that very Brahman"
(M~. 3-2-9) -: (in thec~e of such injunctions) there arise
the question: 'Who is this Atman?', 'What is·that Brahman?'
and in order to present the .nature of that (Atman or
Brahman) all Vediintas are employed, suth as 'The Eternal',
'Omniscient', 'AIl-pervading', 'Ever-content', 'Of the nature
of peing ever Pure, .Conscious and Free', 'Consciousness
and Bliss is Brahman'. And, as a consequence of the
meditation on that (Atman or Brahman) the fruit of
meditation to be enjoyed in the other world accrue as
revealed in the S'astra.."
SBh. 1-1-4.

It is evident that this school insists upon meditation
as the one teaching of the Upanishads. No independent
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entity in itself can be the subject-matter of Vedic
teaching, as it would· serve no purpose:-

cM~fd&:l'13S1~iI

q~qi~&iiA

c~ ~', c~ 11iUfir'
~Gioaqiq:qi4iqi'1tfq:q~q ~ II

~ioilqiGHI:ij'ilql<1.

-

$(qif~qiq:qq<1.

"Ifit were only a statement about a thing, which fonned
no part of an injunction or duty, it would be altogether
ineffective, inasmuch as there would be nothing to be taken.
up or' rejected by .the seeker of truth, very m.uch like
statements such as 'The earth consists of seven islands',
'There goes the King'."
SBh. 1-1-4.

It is one of the maxims of the exegetics of the Veda
that all Vedic texts are invariably injunctions or
prohibitions, mere assertions or denials of any fact being
always deemed to be subservient to these incentives,
since otherwise these would serve no purpose. Hence,
this school maintained that mere S'rav~ or study and
interpretations of Veda:rtfic texts would be of no avail,
and 'that is why after enjoining S' rava~a or study, the
S'ruti enjoins both Manana and NididhY7l$ana (reflection
and meditation). So, it concluded that ~'astra is a means
of right knowledge of Brahman only insofar as the latter
is the object of an injunction of meditation.
S'aiIkara's tradition of interpretation is, of course,
quite in opposition to this view; for, it is a sustained
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effort to show that all Upanishadic texts purport to rev~al
the eternal freedom of -beings who are ever bodiless,
though owing to Mithyajnana, they have been imagining
that they po~ess a booy{e¥lthR4{'Q lijl5Ql~Hf.lf4i1\t4Itfl.: The
moment that enlightenment dawns, however, they come
to realize that they have been always bodiless. There is,
therefore, no question of 'attaining' Release after death,
according to this tradition of Sfankara
5. The School that MaiDtaiD~d that the
Meditator goes Direct to the Higher
Br~l1maD after .Death

We have no means of knowing whether or not,
according to this commentator (Vrittik71ra), the seeker
reached the Higher Brahman directly after his travel by
the Northern Path as depicted in the Upanishads. We
do come across, however, a school of Vedahtins who
recognized both the K71rya-Brahman (the effect or the
yet held
Lower Brahman) and the Higher-Brahman
that the meditator of Brahman goes directly to the Higher
Brahman. There is nothing in our way of supposing that
like the Dhy7ina Nijoga Viidins (teachers who maintained
that the seeker is urged to meditate upon Brahman),
they also supposed that the seeker has to meditate upon
Brahman and should not rest content with merely
knowing Brahman.

and
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After discussing the various stations at which the
meditator stays for a time ~d is taken by the various
gUides to the immediately next station in succession,
Badaray~a takes up for investigation the subject as to
whether the last guide takes the meditator to the Higher
Brahman or to the Lower Brahman. There are two
different views set forth pere: (1) Badan, deciding in
favour of the ~wer Brahman as the goal, since it is only
in the case of
empirical entity alone that one could
conceive of attainment after a journey. ButJaimini thinks
that it is the Higher Br~an, because the word
'Brahman' could be taken in its primary sense with
regard to Higher Brahman alone.

an

S'ankara here·refers to some Ved:rntins who prefer
to sioe with Jaimini, taking shelter under the exegetical
maxim that it is reasonable to treat the former argument
to represent the prima facie alone.
(~) ~:- . ~ I 'l4qIlH!~lfUl ~.

awufiJr

r~"H't~lfUl .. ~ CQq~lq3¥Qql"l: ~ ~
~: Slf6EOlQiif;a,"
'to '1T. ~-~-~~.
"Some, however, would follow the general practice of

r:estricting the earlier set of SITtras to the prima facie view
and the sUbsequent set to the correct view, ~d decide that
the S'rutis teaching motion relate to the Higher (Brahmll;D)
Itself.~
SBh. 4-~14.
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It is clear that ignoring S'rutis that deny all specific
features in Brahman, as well as those that emphatically
teach the identity of the individual self and Brah.man,
no less than texts which teach immediate Release as
pointed out by S'aDkara in this, cqnnectlon, these
teachers would insist upon meditation alone as the ~ole
Brahmavidya taught in the Upanishads, and they would
not hesitate to make both J~a an<;l ~~ahman limited in
space for the sake of justifying, the doctrine' of the
Deva-yana or the path of gods for souls thafhave- to
attain final Release. It is to meet' all such arguments that
S' ankara has clarified his pOSit10~ that Brahman has ~ot
got to be reached after g~ip.g from one place to another.
;r i.iiGij~:;tifq ~, ~iN~"q~ 4k4"iiiliCiii(1

~~q&4fdRckt~SN QuIT~, \i4iid~"i ~
~*,q('Cii( ~ QrUf: 3iiq;i~iJi~ II

11·

'lIT. ~-~-~.

"Nor does Release' depend upon some duty to be
performed for the reason that it has to be reached; fnr, being
identical with one's own Self, it has notgot to be reached
at ,ail. Ev:en in the cas~ of Brahman, being (supposed to be)
distinct from one's own Self, It has not got to be reached,
for Brahman, being all-pervasive, has been already reached
by every one, just as (in the eptpi11cal sense the all-pervasive)
SBh. 1-1-4.
ether. has been reached by everyon~."
(The a;b~v(\! _extract is from the, portion of the Bhashya
which argues thai'Release, as identical with- Moksha, does
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not depend on the contingency of sotne duty to be
petformed, since t:J:t.e only effects of action relate to something
that has got to be (l}.?riginated, (2) transfotmed, (3) reached,
or (4) purified . and none of these four alternatives is
appbcable to Brahnlan.]

6. Schools that Objected to the Meditation of
ls.'vara as Identical with Jiva
There were two schools which ohjected to the
meditation on Is'vara as identical with Jiva. The first
school objected to this meditation on the ground that
the properties ofIs'vara (or 'God) are the oppOsites of
those of the individual self.
;r.

'(li;dQilJi~lfd\!Jun fCiqdd!l0I~" ~ ~,

-feN t\ d!l on
crrsq8dQ!U4.('Cufd\!l0I~" I
~
~lfd\!101ll ~:, dfiqi\d!l0l~ lIl'fR: I ~ Tl'
4i"lqiN~
fy(,\i,qSi4iii':,
'dd':
.¥iIQI..ei4'Cii( I
4i~hRunSN ~ ~fif4iIQ'iilql<'l "ilefIOfeiq:qqq II

l!..

'1f. ~- ~-l·

"One who is free from all sin and is endoWed with
suCh other qualities cannot possibly be con~eived to be
possessed. of pro~rties which are quite the reverse of these
properties. The Supreme Lord has . properties like
sinlessness, whereas the embodied soul has properties which
are the reverse of these'. Again if Is'vara be identical with
.. dIe transnU,Sratory soul, the repugnant conclusiOn~w~ti1d
foflow that there is no Js'vara at all; and if the transmigratory
. soul be of the 'nature of Is'-vara, there will be no one'for
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whom the S'astra is intended, and conse~uently the S'astra
would lose its vocation."
SBh.4-1-3.

It is by no means impossible that the propounders
of this doctrine were, nevertheless, Advaitins in the sense
that they held that even an individual self, quite different
from Brahman, could become Brahman by dint of
meditation after giviitg up the present body. There is,
positively, such a school taken up for criticism in
Gaudapada's Ka'rikas (G.K. 3-1). The prima facie view
take~ up here als()oofelUctaIitly grants the meditation upon
Is'vara as one's.own self:
~N dIGIMG,t4 ~ aat SlfaQlfdfq4
fCl&Jqlf«4't'1i( ~ ~ - ~ ~;, ;r ~ ~
~ arnqr
~: Sllq~d&:li( II
11. 'IT. "'- ~-l.

1m: -

"ll it be urged that even while there is difference, one should
meditate on the identity on the strength of S'astra, just as
one has to meditate upon images etc. as Vishnu etc. (as laid
down in the S'astras), we saY,be it so if you piease; but you
must not press us to admit that Is'vara is actually the Self
of the transmigratory self."
SBh. 4-i-3,

S'aDkara here adduces texts that teach the
reciprocal identity of Is'vara and the Jiva to bring it
home to the opponent that the Upanishads do teach
that Is'vara is the actual Self of the individual soul, and
so, it is not merely meditation of identity as prescribed
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in the S'astras but also the Knowledge of actual

identity
that is meant here. Elsewhere (V.s. 3-3-37) texts of this

type, are specifically taken' uJ> for discussion. There, the
question is whether the meditation is to be confined to
only one fonn, to wit, dUnking upon Jiva as Is'vara or
both the fonns of thinking upon Is'vara as well as upon
Jiva, taking them to be mutually identical. The prima
facie view rUns as follows:-

~ 1"1

arnq;f

tel4ftC6(ei ~ ~ ~
fi4oafc4dafl ~: qn:Cii~d

fi4oaNd&4qf~ I lIfl; ;lei

'~~IRoriJfHI(qcE"(, ~ ~~lcOcqC'Cii(' 0'tfir I D
~~IRUIQ"qciPu(lcq~ ~ ~, ~! ~~1+51cqct.
tiO: ~ I ~, C(q;'W4~q 1IW: I
CiifijtU(I""IQ~ C(4i(qCiQftC6I(I4'tfir It ~. tn. l-l-l\9.

mm:

The opponent to the douple form of meditation says:
"There is nothing to be meditated upon except that
upon the identity of the individual 'self with Is'varao H on
the other hand, ' this particular fonn of meditation should
be conceived as that on the, identity of the transmigratory
self with Is'vara and also on Is'vara's identity with
transmigraU;ry self, then the transmigratory self, identified
with ls'vara would be up-graded, while Is'val-a identified
with the transmigratory self, would be degraded thereby.
Therefore, the meditation should be of one fonn only. As
for the reciprocity taught, it must be taken to be merely
SBh. 3-3-37.
meant for emphasizlng the Unity."
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EVidently, the followers of this school are loath to
allow absolute identity, even in respect of ·meditation.
There might be u;'ion of Jiva with Is'vara after the
meditator has shuffled off his mor~ coil here, but to
think of the identity of.ls'vara with the puny Jiva is
monstrous, according to this tradition of Advaitins.
S'ailkara, however, insists that absolute identity alone is
con finned by this meditation on reciprocity, there being
actually no transmigratory Jiva apart from Brahman.
7.

Schools Which Demanded
Repetition of Knowledge Itself

Mental

Besides Advaitins that refused to accept any kind
of bare knowledge of Atman as the means of fmal
Release, there were others who, while admitting the
possibility of Knowledge alone being the sufficient
means of the final goal, rejected the idea that merely
understanding the meaning of texts like Tat Twam Asi
[rhat thou art) would be quite sufficient for the purpose.
These schools cont~nded that the repetition of that
knowledge is qUite necessary for ripe Knowledge.
(~) ~ if i$lI~('Chhn('Q3qqft{jq~: II
~. '11". ~- ~- ~ •
"We hold that repetition is necessary, inasmuch as a
single listening (studying and understanding the meaning
of the text teaching identity) cannot pOSSibly produce the
knowledge of the identity of Brahman and Abnan."
SBh.4-1-2.
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[This view is rejected on the ground, that if the first
act-of S'rava1J.a cannot produce the fmal knowledge, there
is no hope that a repetition of the same can produce it.)

A second variety of this tradition of the doctrine of

Prasankhyana (repetition of knowledge) suggested an
impr<?ve~ent on the fIrst postulate:

(~) ~ ~ ~ ~

~~. a«it

~ ~ i6l1('qTCI'(1I ~.'iIT.~-~-~.
"A bare text is not able to produce the realization of anything.
So the text with the assistance of reasoning (Manana), might
well produce the Realization." SBh.4-1-2.
[This view also is rejected on similar hrrounds on which the
first was rejected. Reason, once applied, should be qUite
sufficient to bring about Realization. If it carmot: what hope
is there that a repetition of the knowledge of the meaning"
of the text with reasoning could produce the desired result?)

Now, the third variety of this tradition brings
forward another alternative reasoning in support of this
doctrine of menta1 repetition of knowledge:
(~) ~ ~ ~ ttl'4I'4f~q4qCf ~ ~.
;r fq~qfCiq4'( I ~ catfuf .q. ~ ~. ~
~, iJI~CfiiQlf~f('1ti'i£l ~l('1;gca::ICi;gI'4I'4qCi 1R:
~, ;r fCliN'4jiiCfM ~ ~ 1fcf ~ I fClilql~iic.m

~~:, ~~: II ~. 'iIT. ~-~-~.
"Reason and the text (together) can only give a
general idea of a thing, but not its specific nature. For
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instance, from a statement like 'I am suffering from
heart-ache' and (inference from) signs like contortion of the
body, another person (listening to what is said) can only
know the general fact of the existence of aching, but cannot
have that particular feeling like that suffering man himself.
It is this direct intuition 'alone that can remove ignorance,
'and therefore to gain that, repetition is necessary."
SBh.· 4-1-2.

Needless to say that all these different ways of
revolving knowledge in the mind co.uld scarcely produce
right Knowledge. H the knowledge, accruing on the first
understanding of the meaning of the text, is incapable
of ; producing that knowledge, the so-called
Prasankhjiina, repe~tion of knowledge gained in the ~st
installce, is only a subterfuge devised for. evading the
plain tI¥th that direct Knowledge of ~tman attained
through the Vedantic teaching can and does dispel all
ignorance once for all.
8.

The School Which Maintained that All
S'rutis Teach the Dissolution of Multiplicity

The type of Advaita, referred to in the immediately
preceding section, appears' to be surviving to this day
in certain quarters of modem Advaitins, who insist that
NididhjlIsana or meditation on what has been acquired
through S'ravatta and Manana (understanding the
meaning of the text and reflection thereupon With the
aid of reasoning) is absolutely necessary to get. what is
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called Siikskiitkiira or direct immediate insight ofAtman
as He is. The tradition that we shall now take up for
consideration seems to be the prototype of another
teaching often paraded by some modem Vedantins
under the name of what they call Layacintana (thinking
on dissolution of duality). That ancient school was a
'b ranch of Nijogaviidins (those who suppose all the Veda
enjoins on the seekers some religious duty) who
contended that even the S'rutis that ascribe certain forms
to Brahman are only meant to lead the seeker to the
Knowledge of Brahman without any form, through the '
dissolution of all differences, and that they have no
distinct purport of their own. (atlC6Hqlfcr4JS~ ~:

SlQ!ljSlf&(iW9li."otliJiiHlfii~ ~

;r

~:)

J

To the question as to how we are to decide that
both these ' sets of texts have a single purport, they
replied:c l(C6f.1~\4iSl~:

SlqNiG~iu'jqi\iqi(f4qtC
~.cqr.

~- ~- ~ ~.

"(This is so), because we see the unity of the same
injunction (about dissolution of the differences in both the
sets), as is the case with regard to the injunction of Dars'a
(the principal) and the Prayaja (sub~ervient) sacrifices."
SBh. 3-2-21.

Their argument was as follows :-

ldSlQ'J3fCl(fl4l f44l 1ifCiq4l
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ijlijH'IfCiiqilehl('4;ftCfi~ ~: lIfc«;nur: I "4m
~fiCfiiqf<l ~S~ ~. ~ 3iqa.~Cfilqt4
SlqJJSifq("14: j ~ ~ ~ ~ ijGIf~('IfCi\
~ ('Idi('4 ..i'idi~ (flI": Slfcn;lIl24d. ~
~
('IdI('4;ftdi'4;ld':
1fQlJ:
Sifct("1lqf~('IOQ:1 ~ it ~. ~ ~
1I6fj ~ '1lq~qSiqilSlfq("1lq4'1 1f#!('IfCilqane.'t cqqffr II
~.

'ill. ~- ~- ~ ~.

"The injunction may well have for its object the
dissolution of the manifold universe of duality. Awareness
of Brahman cannot be there so long as the universe of
duality is not dissolved. Therefore, the universe of duality
which stands in the way of the awareness of Brahman has
got to be dissolved. Just as for one who is desirous of heaven
the pelformance of a sacrifice is taught, so also for one who
is desirous of freedom the dissolution of the dual universe
is taught (as something to be pelformed); or again, just as
by one who is seeking to know the reality of anything like
a pot, the doubt which is in the way of that knowledge has
got to be removed, so also by one who is seeking to know
Brahman, the universe which starlds in the way of that
knowledge has got to be dissolved. For, the universe is
essentially of the nature of Brahman, but Brahman is not
essentially of the nature of the universe. So the Knowledge
of Brahman can be achieved by the dissolution of the
SBh.3-2-21.
universe of names and forms."

It can be readily seen that this tradition of
interpretation is very near that of S' aIikara's insofar as
it holds that Knowl~dge of Brahman can bring about
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final Release here and now, except for one limitation
under which it is suffering; for, instead of saying that
real Knowledge of Brahman brought about by revelation
of the S'ruti disperses ignorance and thereby sublates
all apparent duality, it leans towards the Mimamsic ways
of thinking that all plurality has to be ohliterated by
performing something as enjoined by the S'ruti in order
to get rid of plurality, which is essentially one with
Brahman itself.
There is another teaching of this school which hurls
it far away from the shores of S'ailkara's tradition:~ ~ df~Hfctq4:

~: ~I

SlQlJSlfct(i14fctq<fl err
~. 'IT. ~-~-~~ .

..After Brahman has been taught, the injunction may
have for its object either its Knowledge or the universe to
be dissolved."
SBh. 3-2-21.

Of course, this drives the follower of this line of
thought to suppose that the revelation of the text cannot
itself yield direct Knowledge, and even to the ahsurd
position that plurality can still live even after Knowledge
has dawned_
So much for the object of the injunction. As for the
subject for whom the dissolution of the universe has to
be enjoined, S' ankara brings forward the convincing
reason against the opponent that (1) if the Jiva is
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comprehended by the universe itself, the dissolution of
the universe would swallow up Jiva also and as a
consequence leave none behind to enjoy final Release,
and (2) if, on the other hand, Jiva is Brahman Itself,
there would be no one for whom the act is enjoined!
So the only possible conclusion is that all plurality is the
figment of AVidya, and when it is dissolved by the
revelation of the true nature of Jiva as secondless
Brahman, one is convinced that there is no need
whatever for any injunctio; in any case, either for the
achievement of knowledge or for the Brahman to be
known, which can neither be impelled to do something,
nor conceived to be an object of injunction.
9.

Advaitins that Belonged to S'aDkara's
Tradition Itself, but Slightly Differed from
Him in Certain Respects

We have now to enumerate certain Vrttikaras who
actually belonged to Sf aDkara's genuine tradition itself,
but yet were tempted to make slight departures ·from
the strictly orthodox method of interpreting the
Upanishads.
First of all, there is the Vrttikara on A nandamayaAdhikarapa, who interpreted all the Sutras in favour of
the conclusion that lIDandamaya is Brahman Itself. That
he actually belonged to the genuine tradition can be
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made out by thefact that he explains A:tmalaoha (gaining
one's own SelQ on the basis of the difference between
the Jiva and Is'vara as only due to AvidjlI(Q~q,gH<E4f~Eiiiiif~hml ~ ~~ra~ii'lI(qj(§QI«~:1 SBh.
1-1-17). S'aiIkara closely follows his interpretation which
seems to be quite appropriate to the phraseology of the
S'utras themselves, but at the end of the topic he
pronounces his verdict in favour of the conclusion that
If nandamaya is only one of the five Koshas (or sheaths)
devised to reveal the real Alman. Brahman (without
specific features), which is the basis of all the five KOshas,
is really what is taught by the Taittiriya S'ruti. His
criticism of the V~ttikara commences from '~ mf8'
~ ('But this has to be explained') - SBh. 1-1-19,
and extends till the very end of the Bhashya

Secondly, there was another school that was in perfect
agreement with S' aiIkara's tradition which has always
maintained that Brahman is absolutely free from all
specific features, but yet needlessly split one topiC for
discussions (Sutras 3-2-11 upto 3-2-21) into two, the first
subdivision being devoted to determine whether
Brahman is really free from all features and the second
to ascertain whether Brahman is exclusively Pure Being
or Pure Consciousness or is of both these natures in
one. (fcii ~ Qr. ~ ~. «r ~ II)

!Kj
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S' ankara says that this discussion is only hair-splitting
and serves no purpose at all, since this school also holds
that Brahman is altogether free from all specific features.
We may leave out of consideration other schools
of this ilk, such as the one which proposed '1mJTW lITUT1l... '
(B.r. -1---1--28) as the text intended by Smrakara in TopiC
Numb,:r nine of Chapter one, and the disputants about
the propriety of including the Mundaka text also ('IT
~' ~- ~-~) as belonging to the typ·e of texts discussed
in the second section of the first Chapter. Suffice it to
note that there are strewn many such references to
traditional schools of Advaita in the Sutra- Bhashya.
10.

Conclusion

It is hoped that the reader who has gone through
the foregOing paragraphs is convinced that S' ankara is
not the originator, but only the ·elahoratoi of a type of
interpretation of, and systemiser of, the Advaitic thought
contained in the Upanishads. That system belonged to
a hoary tradition and existed side by side with many
other Advaitisms which had been brought out of the
Upanishadic teachings. That renowned teacher not only
propagated the genuine Advaita according to his
tradition, but also exhibited the technique of the principles
of correct interpretation to which the other schools were
unable to conform.

RETROSPECT
It would be profitable to take stock of what has
been set forth in the previous Chapters before we try
to assess the value of the system as presented by
Badaray~a in his S'liriraka Ml mamsa according to
Sf ankara.

1. Vedanta is not a purely rational system based
on forms of thought. Nor does it try to present any kind
of knowledge derived from syllogistic reasoning. This
system cannot be equated with the Ajativada (Doctrine
of no-birth or no-essence of things) of the Buddhist (who
based his argument mainly on the dialectic of the four
alternatives), or compared with anyone of the
speculative systems of the West. Nor is it like the ancient
Saffikhya, which recognized the Sf ruti as a means of
knowledge, only in the light of 7Iptavakya or testimony
of adepts. Neither does Vedanta rely on any individual
intuition, as the Patanjalas, or the Yogachara Buddhists
do.
It goes without saying that the Vijnana of Atman
has no point of comparison With the knowledge of the
external world as acquired through experimental science
whose subject-matter is exclUSively confined to the
objecg.,ve universe.
Again the Knowledge of Reality to be attained by
the Revelation of the Upanishads is quite unlike that of
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Vedic duties and prohibitions taught by the
Karma- Kanda (portion of the Vedas confined to teach
thp nature of religious rites). The Unity of Brahmatman,
taught in the Upanishads, can be Intuited here and now
by a qualified aspirant, whereas the effect of the
know'ledge of Karmas and their perfOlmance is promised
in the Vedas to result in the enjoyment only after death.
Much less is this Vijnana similar to the knowledge
derived from the teachings of any prophet or an
onmiscient being or from the writings of inspired Wliters,
as claimed by some religions.
While Vedanta, according to S' ankara, does not
deny the value of verified truths taught by the other
systems of thought at the level of practical life, it will be
found to assimilate and transcend them all when it leads
the qualified seeker to the ultimate Intuition of his eternal
oneness with the Absolute Brahmatman, the only Reality
without a second.
2. Practical life is confmed to the sphere of duality.
It necessarily involves the distinctions of (1) the knower,
knowledge and the known. (2) of the speaker, speech
and what is spoken of; to be more precise, of one who
operates the organs of sense, the senses and their objects;
(3) of the doer, deed and what is done; and (4) of the
experiencer, experience and the experienced pleasure
or pain. S'ankara uses the general term Vyavahara to
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denote this totality of practical life. This term Vyavahara
comprehends all activities guided by the Vedas also,
including the Upanishads.
All this Vyavahara is realized to be unreal when
the Unity of Atman is Realized. Atman is said to be
really real in the sense that He is absolutetJ changeless,
and not in the sense of possessing causal efficiency, as
it is the case with regard to things in practical life. And
the Knowledge obtained through this final Intuition
alone is considered to be right from the Transcendental
standpoint: Even right knowledge of things, obtained by
infallible means of knowledge, is stultified the moment
one attains tIns culminating Intuition of tIle Unity of
Atman.
Atman or Brahman, being the only Reality, needs
no proof to convince the enquirer of His existence. The
S'ruti says that it is in His Light that every one is guided
in his daily activities. Even in His aspect .as fue Knower,
He is the very Prius of fue function of the Pram~as
which are us.e d for proving the existence of outward
objects. That the individual self is spoken of as th~
knower and the operator of Pramli1}as, is itself the result
of Avidyli or ignorance, which presumes that Atman is
really the owner of the body and the senses and the
nlind. This Avidya, or nescience is really the innate bent
of the human mind to superimpose the Real Self and
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the unreal not-Self, on each other, and to transfer
mistakenly their properties to each other.
Practical life, so-called, is not really something
distinct from Paramartha or Absolute Reality. It is Reality
and nothing else, and even Avidya or ignorance is not
a real something to be actually removed by the
Knowledge of the one Atrnan. Intuition of the Unity of
Atrnan convinces the enquirer that ignorance, no less
than the triple distinction of the knower, knowledge and
the knowable, has been always absolutely identical with
that Reality without a second.
3. Reality or Brahman is eternally Pure, Conscious
and Free. It is really the genUine Self of each one of us,
and being the eternal Witness of all the senses and the
mind, It can never be objectified by the latter. The
Vedanta S'astra or the holy revelation in the Upanishads,
therefore, does not actually teach this Brahmatrnan by
objectifying It as such and such an entity. The S'astra
only reveals It by sublating the distinctions conjured up
by AVidya, so that the enqUirer may come to Intuit
R('ality as his own Self which is ever-free.
The process of arriving at this Intuition may be
described as an inward journey of the pUrified mind in
accordance with the guidance of a genuine teacher, who
has realized his oneness with Brahman. The seeker tries
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to discard all pseudo-selves - the body, senses, mind,
intellect, will and the ego as well - with which he has
been identifying himself, till at last he takes his stand in
rus genUine Self which has been always free from the
taint of all conditioning associates.
4. M~ possesses a constant faculty called Intuition
which is distinct from and independent of the sensuous
and intellectual intuitions. This is the faculty with which
we have direct insight of states like deep sleep or swoon.
The insight with which we come to know waking or
dream as a whole is also Intuition. Our waking mind is
enabled to know, remember - if remembrance be the
right word for it at all - to recall, co-ordinate and judge
these states. It is common knowledge that while none
of our conditioning associates such as the senses or the
mind can pass on to the dream state, they never make
their appearance in states like deep sleep. Now, that
Witnessing Consciousness, that Intuits and is not affected
by any of these, is the Rc-al Atman, whom we ordinarily
little suspect to be qUite independent of all the three as
they keep on appearing and disappearing, as it were.
If we remember that this Witnessing Consciousness,
which is the intrinsic nature of our true Self, is distinct
from our individual self usually called the 'me' in the
waking state, then we shall no longer be troubled with
the problem with which people are frequently
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confronted when they ask: 'Why then do distinctions
and differences re-appear again and again in the waking
state even after they have totally disappeared in such
states as sleep? The reply to this question is obvious:
We forget that, in the ftrst place, the states are not events
that happen in a common series of time which endures
throughout. We also forget that we are partial to the
waking ego, which we fondly believe to maintain its
self-identity and to experience and to remember all the
happenings in these states. Actually, we superimpose
the ego on the Witness and conversely the latter with
its nalure on the ego, wrongly supposed to be a
constituent factor of the states themselves.
The critical student of Vedanta should always try
to discriminate between his 'me' in waking and the
Witness thereof which is the only Reality existing in and
for Itself.
5. The truth of perception is generally tested by
satisfying oneself about whether or not it possesses the
causal efftciency expected and whether that perception
is universal. But these tests fail us with regard to
dream-phenomena; for, even while they satisfy both
these tests as long as dream lasts, their reality is stultified
as soon as we awake. The Intuition of Atman, however,
which involves no subject-object relation, is quite
distinct from other intuitions; for, its sublatibility is
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inconceivable inasmuch as It is identical with the One
Atman without a second. For the same reason, the
question of Its being in conflict with any other valid
means of right knowledge can never possibly arise.
The Upanishads do make use of reason to support
what they teach, but this Vedantic reasoning (called
'S'rutyanugrahtta Tarka' by S' ankara) must be carefully
distinguished from dry formal reasoning and the
syllOgistic reasoning habitually employed by Samkhya
and other systems. It is only reason based upon universal
intuitions, such, for instance, as the reason based upon
the non-difference of the effect from its material cause,
or that based upon the variable non-Atman and the
constant Atman when we examine the three states of
consciousness viz. waking, dream and dreamless sleep.
Any independent reasoning in .consonance with such
Upanishadic reasoning is also allowable; but formal
inference or syllogistic reasoning employed by speculative
systems is strictly ruled out here for the reason that there
is no finality in this latter type of ratiocination (,oq£
~ as Badaray~a puts it). The one principle
uniformly observed in Vedantic reasoning, it may be
noted, is ascending step by step from one partial intuition
to another till, at last, the investigator of Truth arrives
at the final Intuition of the really real Brahmatman.
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6. The Upanishads employ this peculiar type of
reasoning for the purpose of a graduated Revelation of
Brahman as the Self of all. The very first teaching is to
warn the student against the supposition that Reality,
devoid of all plurality, can be known through one of the
external senses, however refined it might be. The highest
Truth can be known only by means of suggestion of the
S'ruti or an Acharya by making use of one's own purified
mind alone. By this one instrument the seeker can practise
the Adhyatma- Yoga (the graded contemplation leading
to the inmost Atman). The process of this Yoga demands
that the seeker should gradually still the activities of the
senses, the mind, intellect as well as the ego, trying to
merge each preceding entity in the next succeeding one,
till at last he becomes one with the really real Tranquil
Atman, beyond all objects of the senses and the intellect.
This Yoga, it must be remembered, does not aim
at objectifying Brahman or Atman by meditation or any
species of knowledge; for, the real Atman is the eternal
Witness of everything possessing no specific features at
all. That is why the Upanishads finally Reveal this Reality
- 'the real of the real' as it is called in the S'ruti - by
negating every conceivable feature.
7. S'ankara was not the originator of the Advaitic
interpretation of the Upanishadic teaching, as it has been
wrongly supposed in some quarters. He was only the
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systematizer of a particular tradition of Advaita to which
S' ankara has referred in his Srrtra- Bhashya and actually
incorporated certain quotations extracted from his
predecessors' works.
There were many other schools of Advaitic
interpretation, some of which have been considered in
the last Chapter of the present work. The doctrine of
distinctions within the nature of Brahman (Anekatmaka
Brahmavada) of Bhart.r-Prapanca, the doctrine of
Brahman subservient to meditation (Pratipatti- Vidhis'esha Brahmavada) , the doctrine that multipliCity has to
be dissolved by meditation (Prapaizcha Pravilaya Vada)
and the doctrine that knowledge gained through
S/rav~a etc. has to be repeatedly practised before it
becomes effective (Prasainkhyana- Velda) are some of the
teachings advocated by the other schools.
S' ankara's chief contribution to Advaita-Vedanta
consisted in laying emphaSiS on the Upanishadic
teaching of the lintuition of the eternally free
Brahmatman which resulted in immediate Release
(Sadyomuktt) by dispelling the innate Ignorance of the
human mind once for all.
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